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This dissertation provides an innovative mechanism to collaborate two geographically 

separated people on a physical task and a novel method to measure Complexity Index (CI) 

and calculate Minimal Complexity Index (MCI) of a collaboration protocol. The protocol is 

represented as a structure, and the information content of it is measured in bits to 

understand the complex nature of the protocol. Using the complexity metrics, one can 

analyze the performance of a collaborative system and a collaboration protocol. Security and 

privacy of the consumers are vital while seeking remote help; this dissertation also provides 

a novel authorization framework for dynamic access control of resources on an input-

constrained appliance used for completing the physical task. Using the innovative 

Collaborative Appliance for REmote-help (CARE) and with the support of a remotely located 

expert, fifty-nine subjects with minimal or no prior mechanical knowledge are able to elevate 

a car for replacing a tire in an average time of six minutes and 53 seconds and with an 

average protocol complexity of 171.6 bits. Moreover, thirty subjects with minimal or no prior 

plumbing knowledge are able to change the cartridge of a faucet in an average time of ten 

minutes and with an average protocol complexity of 250.6 bits. Our experiments and results 

show that one can use the developed mechanism and methods for expanding the protocols 

for a variety of home, vehicle, and appliance repairs and installations. 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

With the increased penetration of technology in our lives, dependency and complexity

of the things around us have also drastically increased. There are numerous mechanical and

digital devices we work with daily, failure of any of these devices can cause enough turbulence

to our daily routine. At times, in the physical world, the actual presence of an expert is

needed at the location to analyze, troubleshoot or �x the problem or even to provide the

required inventory. A serious vacuum in the skilled workforce on the evolving mechanisms

around us and the increased demand for the existing experts is resulting in long waiting hours

for consumers and enormous charges for expert services [14] [55] [53].

One of the major reasons demanding the physical presence of the expert at the location

is poor awareness and freedom to analyze the situation. Not all people are technically skilled

in �xing the problems; one needs cautionary and interactive technical assistance which any

of the online videos or documents fail to provide. Many times a simple, quick �x can prevent

heavy damages, but these quick �xes also need technical expertise which is not available

unless an expert is present physically, thereby incurring enormous burden on an individual for

the heavy damages and service charges.

With the increase in elderly population [13], there will be a drastic increase in the

requirement of caretakers. The association and availability of these caretakers with the elderly

are critical, but seldom there is a 24/7 availability of a caretaker. This lack of availability can

prove to be a major problem for the welfare of the elderly especially when there is a need for

regular monitoring.

It is vital that thought should be made for the future of workforce to support the in-

creasing demand. Transportation still being time-consuming and expensive, working remotely

has turned out to be a popular solution among the digital technologies, where a remote expert
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can assist with the digital tasks. Performing a task with the guidance of experts from any

geographical location provides an apt solution to the growing demand of handyman skills.

This dissertation studies the possibility and complexity of collaboration of a remote helper

and a worker over a physical task.

1.1. Motivation

The primary motivation of this dissertation is the absence of e�cient mechanisms for

collaborating two geographically separated people on a physical task and the lack of methods

to measure the di�culty of collaboration protocol. Human communication is crucial for

many systems, miscommunication or misunderstanding of a message can cause unexpected

delays, and the damages can be highly expensive. A protocol can facilitate an accurate

communication and successful operation of the systems [8] [9], a protocol is a set of rules

or a process followed while performing an activity. For instance, in 911 emergency dispatch

systems [43] and air tra�c control systems [42], the participants follow a de�ned protocol

and exchange crucial information to gain knowledge about the situation and to establish a

common understanding. On a similar note, an electronic device in a network of billion devices

also follow a protocol to exchange messages or transfer data without any hassle.

Designing human collaboration protocols is a huge challenge. Many individuals want

to perform a task with least collaborative e�ort, designing a minimally di�cult collaboration

protocol can establish an accurate and easy exchange of information among the participants.

1.2. Objective

The aim of this dissertation is to study if a helper who is geographically separated

from the worker can guide the worker in performing a physical task with minimal di�culty.

This dissertation develops a methodology for measuring the complexity of the collaboration

protocol, which helps to analyze and evaluate the performance of the collaboration system

and protocols.
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1.3. Background

Grounding is essential for human communication [21], the participants can set the

grounding of their utterances not just with oral acknowledgments but also with actions;

positive actions can act as implicit acknowledgments [76]. Situational Awareness helps people

understand the situation and aid them in their decision-making [26]. A novice takes the

support of an expert to execute a task, throughout this dissertation, I refer the expert as a

helper and the novice as a worker.

When the helper and worker are in the presence of one another, the helper can gain

knowledge of workers actions and task environment just by visual inspection and establish

grounding through voice communication and gestures. However, this can be a challenge when

the individuals are geographically separated; grounding changes with the medium of commu-

nication [21]. In collaboration, voice communication, visual information [21] [32] [45] [30]

and gestures [4] are crucial for situational awareness [26].

To measure whether a collaboration protocol can help the participants perform the

task with minimal di�culty, one of the metrics majorly utilized is the task duration; this alone

is not su�cient; one needs to measure the complexity of it as well.

In the age of information technology, information is wealth. Authorized use of such

precise information or data can bene�t the users, at the same time loss or misuse of it can

cause huge damage to the data owner. In the helper-worker collaboration, the collaborators

exchange lot of information for performing a task. Misuse of this data can result in a seri-

ous privacy threat to the worker, as the information exchanged may contain personal data.

Protecting the private life of the worker is crucial for a collaboration system.

1.4. Dissertation Roadmap

To validate the hypothesis, this research focuses on the areas of auto and home repairs.

The research also focuses on a framework for implementing access control authorization on

the mediating system, to protect the privacy of the workers. This dissertation also discusses
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an application of the provided solution to elderly care.

� Literature survey for infrastructure: Performs a study of existing theories and work

on remote helper and worker collaboration systems.

� Infrastructure: Discusses the development of a novel collaboration system, Col-

laborative Appliance for REmote-help (CARE) ,for establishing common grounding

between the individuals and providing situational awareness to the remotely located

helper.

� Protocol complexity theory: Develops a methodology for measuring the complex

nature of a helper-worker protocol and a model for calculating the minimal complexity

of a protocol.

� Vehicle repairs: Validates the hypothesis over a vehicle repair task using the measured

protocol complexity and the calculated minimal-complexity.

� Home repairs: Validates the hypothesis over a home repair task using the protocol

complexities.

� Elderly care: Provides an application of the developed infrastructure for senior care

in medication management.

� Access control authorization: I present a novel framework for OAuth, for providing

access control authorization to remote helpers in accessing resources on the CARE.

1.5. Research Contributions

This section discusses the signi�cance of each project and their research contributions.

1.5.1. Remote Sensor Control [RSC]

In a typical collaboration, the participants use a communication system like telecon-

ferencing or video conferencing system. These systems are good enough for a human-human

conversation or digital collaborations but not for collaborations over physical tasks [30] [32].

Researchers have worked on developing di�erent communication systems for collaboration
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over physical tasks, but these systems are not able to meet the common grounding and

situational awareness requirements [41] [4] [46] [59] [67] [49].

To provide a solution to the existing problems of the remote collaboration, I have

integrated the theories of common grounding and situational awareness and developed a novel

communication system for collaboration over physical tasks. I implemented an innovative

concept of remote sensor control in this system, using which the helper can remotely control

the sensors of the system over the network to fetch the required data and provide instructions

to the worker. This RSC reduces the burden on the helper and worker for managing the access

to required information and reduces the complexity of the collaboration. This system provides

better situational awareness, establishes easy common grounding and reduces the complexity

of the collaboration when compared to audio-only or audio-video devices.

1.5.2. Helper-Worker Protocols for Car Elevation and Faucet Repair

The successful operation of a system requires rules and processes. To avoid unneces-

sary complexity and delays in collaboration, I developed protocols. Using these the remotely

located helper and the worker can e�ciently collaborate on the physical tasks. With the help

of these protocols in a study, eighty-nine subjects were able to perform repair tasks over a

car and a faucet successfully.

1.5.3. Protocol Complexity Theory

Decreasing the complexity of the protocol can also decrease the protocol execution

time. To our knowledge, there does not exist a methodology to calculate the complex nature

of the protocols. In this research, I developed a method for measuring the complexity of a

helper-worker collaboration protocol. Not just words even actions can convey messages, I

considered utterances, actions by both helper and worker as events and the messages con-

veyed by these events as information cues. I formed a graphical structure of the helper-worker

protocol based on events and information cues. The complexity of this structure determines
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the complex nature of the protocol. I validated the applicability of the developed proto-

col complexity methodology by comparing the collaboration times and protocol complexities

of eighty-nine subjects. Regression analysis of these two variables obtained a statistically

signi�cant p-value, showing a strong relationship between them.

1.5.4. Minimal Protocol Complexity

A participant of a collaboration wants to perform the task with least collaborative

e�ort, the complexity of a protocol decides the level of collaboration e�ort required by the

participants. If a protocol is minimally complex, then the e�ort and time needed for the

collaboration will be minimal. To our knowledge, there does not exist a methodology to

calculate the minimal complexity of a protocol.

The complex nature of a protocol depends on a participants experience and knowledge

on the task. Protocol complexity di�ers for each subject; one cannot compare it to a standard

value. I developed a methodology for calculating the minimal complexity of a protocol for

each subject. By comparing the achieved and calculated complexities, one can judge the

optimality of the protocol. In the study, the majority of collaborations obtained protocol

complexities closer to the minimal value.

1.5.5. Access Control Authorization to Preserve Privacy of the Workers

Securing users data and protecting the privacy of users is critical to any system. With

the mediation system equipping multiple sensors, it carries enormous and multiple sources of

information to the remote operator. To protect the users data from misuse and unauthorized

access, a security mechanism that can control the authorization is required. I developed a

framework based on OAuth for providing dynamic access control authorization to resources

on the CARE. This novel framework provides OAuth based authorization for input constrained

devices and protects the privacy of the resource owners. This framework satis�es the relevant

OAuth security considerations and NIST criteria for an access control mechanism.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1. Introduction

This chapter provides a literature review on existing theories on common grounding

and situational awareness. Here, I discuss how these theories can contribute to the remote-

helper and worker collaboration and also analyze existing collaboration systems and their

contribution to the grounding and awareness in collaboration.

2.1.1. Grounding Theory

For a team to work together and successfully execute a task, they should share knowl-

edge and information. For this to happen, every member of the team has to come to a

common understanding every moment on what they are executing.

As per Clark et al. [21], a team or two people working together on a task have to

establish a common understanding of both content and process, for this to happen they have

to share a vast amount of information and update their common ground every moment.

In collaboration, the speaker has to be sure that the listener understands him, for this, he

should look for positive evidence of understanding from the listener. Acknowledgments and

initiation of next step are a form of positive evidence, these evidence form a base for common

grounding.

In collaboration, the participants try to minimize their e�ort in establishing an un-

derstanding of their partners utterances or actions; one can term this as least collaboration

e�ort. As Clark et al. [21] say, it is necessary for the participants in a collaboration to come

to a common ground on the identity of the objects they are working on as quickly as possible.

There are various techniques for establishing common ground on the identity of the target

objects; the participants can provide de�nite or inde�nite descriptions of the objects, use

gestures and referential installments. Choosing the right medium of communication can help
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reduce the collaboration e�ort. Traum [75] provides a computational theory to understand

the grounding between conversation of participants.

Grounding changes with the medium of collaboration, right information comes through

right sources of the medium. Using the appropriate medium for collaboration helps easy

common grounding between the participants.

2.1.2. Situational Awareness Theory

When a helper is guiding a worker in accomplishing a task, the helper should be aware

of the situation of the task, the environment in which the worker is working and every action

of the worker. This awareness provides much information to the helper and helps guide him

e�ciently. Situation awareness (SA) plays a crucial role in human decision making, major

industries use SA widely, and for example, the aviation industry is the one where SA is very

critical in the safe operation of the planes. The air tra�c controller has to have an awareness

of multiple factors relating to the route, position, external conditions, and aircraft related

details.

Endsley, Mica R [26] explains a theory of situation awareness and its role in human

dynamic decision making. Technology has developed many crucial and complex systems, SA

is critical for the operators in decision making and the performance of those systems. Not just

in the operation of complex systems, even everyday activities require situational awareness of

the tasks. In many task environments, the workers have to work in a dynamically changing

situation and have to make decisions in a narrow space of time. Understanding a situation is

vital before proceeding with actions, SA enables a helper to understand the situation.

SA provides attention to the appropriate cues and sets expectancies of future states

of the situation. Awareness of critical information in a dynamically changing environment is

very crucial to act on the goals. The degree to which a system provides relevant information

of the environment to the worker impacts their ability to achieve situational awareness End-

sley, Mica R [26] hypothesizes a set of features of the system that could positively impact
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the situational awareness. The set includes the presentation of goal-oriented information,

projecting critical cues, the capability to process information in parallel, avoiding unnecessary

information, reducing presentation of non-critical cues.

In a remote helper and worker scenario, the helper does not have the same situational

awareness when compared to a by-standing helper has. The situational awareness is crucial

in obtaining critical information of both the environment and its dynamically changing con-

ditions. It is a key factor in the decision making of the helper. It is a challenge to design

a system that mediates a remote helper and worker and provides the required situational

awareness. The way the system presents the acquired information to the helper is also cru-

cial and can impact the SA of the helper, so a collaboration system should meet all the SA

requirements.

As discussed, both common grounding and situational awareness are crucial for a suc-

cessful collaboration between remote helper and a worker. The medium of collaboration is

vital in establishing grounding and outreach, there are various capabilities of the communica-

tion system that can inuence the quality of common grounding and situational awareness,

and author discusses those capabilities in detail in the next section.

2.1.3. Capabilities of a Communication System Impacting Common Grounding and Situa-

tional Awareness

A remote helper and a worker require the exchange of huge information in their col-

laboration for establishing common ground and situational awareness. The helper requires

feedback for his instructions to establish grounding and knowledge of the task environment

for situational awareness. Visual information helps attain implicit feedback and provides

awareness of the task environment. Remote gestures prevent lengthy description of targets,

avoid confusion and help easy common grounding between the collaborators.This section dis-

cusses all the required capabilities of a collaboration system for common grounding and for

establishing situational awareness between the collaborators.
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2.1.3.1. Visual Information

Kraut, Robert E., Susan R. Fussell, and Jane Siegel [45] performs a study to under-

stand the inuence of visual information as a resource for conversations in a collaborative

physical task. The study utilizes a head-mounted camera and a microphone as sources of

visual and audio information and performs experiments on a bicycle repair task. This study

compares side-by-side, video-audio and audio-only conditions and �nds that side-by-side has

better performance than having a remote helper as the subjects can quickly refer to the ob-

jects with deictic expressions in a side-by-side condition. The head-mounted camera of the

worker shares visual information but provides only a partial view of the task environment. So

helper and worker are not able to use deictic references to the objects. In conclusion, side-

by-side has better performance, and visual information is valuable in a remote collaboration

for maintaining situational awareness and establishing grounding.

Gergle, Darren, Robert E. Kraut, and Susan R. Fussell [32] discusses a study to under-

stand the impact of visual information on situational awareness and conversational grounding.

Various researchers have already proved the impact of visual information on the success of the

collaboration. The study states that the bene�ts of visual information on building common

grounding and situational awareness would depend on the technologies used and their char-

acteristics. The study performs three experiments to analyze the impact of visual features

that include delay, the �eld of view, perspective and view control on conversational ground-

ing and situational awareness. In experiment 1, the study examines how delays can disrupt

coordination; it �nds that when the visual feedback delays are more than 950ms, they impact

the collaboration. In a no delay scenario, the study identi�es that the visual information had

a huge impact when the linguistic complexity of the condition increase. The study also �nds

that the immediate visual feedback has reduced the discourse structure in the collaboration.

In experiment 2, the study �nds that when the two collaborating parties have the same spatial

perspectives, they can perform the task lot quicker than with misaligned perspectives. The
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authors also realized that with misaligned perspectives, the users were not able to use spatial

descriptors and had to use more verbally vague descriptions. In experiment 3, the study ana-

lyzes how the size of the �eld of view can impact the collaboration; it �nds that the scale of

the area of view impacts the situational awareness, the users have a di�cult time in tracking

the state of the task, thereby increasing the number of utterances.

We now know that visual information can signi�cantly improve the common grounding

and situational awareness between worker and remote helper. Characteristics of the technolo-

gies used for transmitting the visual information have a great role to play in the quality of

visual information shared with the helper. The visual data provided to the remote helper

should include the information that can ful�ll his requirements. The information that does

not meet the demands of the remote helper will not have the expected bene�ts on ground-

ing, situational awareness and thereby on the overall collaboration. In the following section,

I discuss the existing studies on the characteristics of visual information that can bene�t a

collaboration.

2.1.3.2. Medium of Visual Information

Fussell, Susan R., Leslie D. Setlock, and Robert E. Kraut [30] performs a study to

understand the impact of di�erent sources of visual information on the remote collaboration

of physical tasks. The study considers four sources of visual information, heads and faces,

bodies and actions of workers, task objects and the work environment. The study experi-

ments collaboration in assembling a robot in �ve di�erent media conditions, side-by-side, and

head-camera with eye tracking, scene camera, scene camera + head camera and audio-only.

The setup also has additional equipment that includes a monitor for the worker showing

video of the helper, a PC for the helper which displays the output of the head-camera and

scene-camera. The results indicate that side-by-side condition is faster than all other media

sources, followed by a collaboration with scene camera. On comparing the head-mounted

and scene-oriented cameras based on the information gained, the author identi�es that the
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scene oriented camera provides signi�cant information than audio-only communication and

the head-mounted camera does not even provide as much information as the scene oriented

camera.

The audio only or head-mounted conditions do not provide the required situational

awareness to the helper. Collaborations with audio only do not provide any visual information,

where the head-mounted cameras only provide a close-up view of the environment where the

worker is focusing on, this is helpful to some degree but does not completely ful�ll the

requirement of situational awareness. The scene-oriented camera provides a view of the

environment where the worker is working and provides visibility of his actions, even though

this may not provide close-up views of the workers actions, this provides better situational

awareness than the head-mounted cameras. Greater the quality of the visual information, the

greater is the situational awareness.

In summary, �xed scene cameras help achieve better situational awareness than the

head-mounted cameras, but these cameras do not provide a close-up view in similar to head-

mounted cameras. If the remote helper can control the camera in workers environment

and fetch required visual information, the e�ciency of remote collaboration will increase

when compared to just scene camera. The following section discusses the impact of camera

control on the visual information to improve situational awareness.

2.1.3.3. Controlling Visual Information

A remote helper will not be able to have the same level of access to the desired visual

information as an on-site helper. The video systems restrict the range of information cues

the helper can have. For the helper to have the desired visual information, placement of

the camera and control capabilities are very crucial. A �xed scene camera provides complete

visibility to the workers environment but does not give any detailed information; the head

mounted camera provides a close-up view of the task but does not provide environment view.

So, where one position the camera will impact the level of situational awareness the remote
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helper can get.

Ranjan et al. [66] conduct a study to analyze the impact of controlled visual informa-

tion on the e�ciency of collaboration over physical tasks. The study conducts experiments

using three camera controlled conditions, which include helper-controlled, operator-controlled

and automatic-controlled cameras. The study �nds that the helper-controlled camera condi-

tion has more errors than operator-controlled camera conditions. Inexperienced subjects have

been assigned the role of a helper and are made to control the camera; this may have caused

the rise in the critical errors. Despite higher critical errors in helper controlled conditions, the

study �nds higher e�ectiveness in collaboration with helper-controlled camera compared to

the other two conditions.

The remote helper needs complete control over the camera to fetch the desired visual

information. The capability to remotely control panning, tilting and zoom in&out of the cam-

era provides required visual information to the remote helper and helps attain the situational

awareness; ultimately bene�ting the collaboration.

2.1.4. Gestures

During a conversation or collaboration of a task, along with the oral information, the

participants provide gestures either with hands or facial expressions to convey information to

the other participants. Gestures provide a faster and easier way of communication. When

one wants to refer to an object, instead of providing lengthy descriptions of the objects they

use hands to point at the targets, this conveys the information easily and with less confusion.

Gestures are very helpful in a helper-worker scenario where a helper is guiding the worker

in accomplishing a physical task. When the worker and helper are side-by-side, the helper

can use hand gestures, but this is not possible when the helper is remotely located. Remote

gestures can help the helper to establish a common understanding with the worker on the

targets easily. This section discusses the existing work on the gestures in a collaboration and

their impact on the performance of the collaboration.
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Alem, Leila, and Jane Li [4] performs a study to understand the relative e�ect of

di�erent gesture representations on task performance. This study analyzes two gesture rep-

resentations, overlaying hands and cursor pointer. In overlaying hands condition, the video

transmits helpers hand movements to the shared workspace. In cursor pointer condition,

the collaboration system shows mouse movements of the helper as a cursor in the shared

workspace. The study �nds the similar e�ectiveness of both gesture representations on

the collaboration, but the results show the participants preferred pointed gestures to hand

gestures. Ou, Jiazhi, Susan R. Fussell, Xilin Chen, Leslie D. Setlock, and Jie Yang [59] im-

plements gestures over video environment, where a remote helper draws over the video feed

he receives, and the combined video feed is transmitted back and displayed on the screen in

workers environment.

Fussell, Susan R., Leslie D. Setlock, Jie Yang, Jiazhi Ou, Elizabeth Mauer, and Adam

DI Kramer [31] studies the impact of di�erent types of gestures over video in remote col-

laboration. The study analyzes drawing over video and cursor over video systems; the study

claims that drawing over video allows a range of representational gestures and can lead to

communication identically to that found in side-by-side collaborations.

The gestures over video streams require full-duplex video which increases the band-

width consumption, mechanisms that consume high bandwidth are subject to latencies which

can disrupt the collaboration. Moreover, the infrastructure used in these studies is enormous,

constraining them to a �xed desk environment and making it impractical for mobile task

activities.

Yamazaki, Keiichi, Akiko Yamazaki, Hideaki Kuzuoka, Shinya Oyama, Hiroshi Kato,

Hideyuki Suzuki, and Hiroyuki Miki [81] have developed a remotely controlled laser pointer

that can be used by an instructor to perform gestures remotely.

Wobbrock et al. [79] developed an error model for pointing. Stoelen et al. [73] de-

veloped a method for quantifying rotational movements. Chapuis et al. [18] discussed the
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e�ects of motor scale on the di�culty of target acquisition. Lai et al. [50] and Soukore� et

al. [71] discuss entropy analysis of discrete aiming movements.

The collaboration systems should not be constrained to a �xed environment; one

should be able to use them for any task and environment. Gestures that can point precisely

to the target object and provide a clear indication to a worker will help the collaboration to a

greater extent. Laser pointers are such kind of gestures which are precise and can be focused

accurately even on small target objects.

2.1.5. Existing Collaborative Systems

The collaborative systems are evolving day to day, starting with telephones that are just

audio enabled, the systems have evolved to video enabled telepresence devices and to the sys-

tems that provide screen sharing and document sharing among the participants. Researchers

are now developing communication systems that facilitate collaboration over physical tasks.

This section discusses the existing systems for collaboration over physical tasks.

Huang, Weidong, and Leila Alem [41] develops a system for collaboration over physical

tasks, in this system both the participants, worker and helper, wear a helmet with a camera and

a near eye display. This system implements gestures over video feed, where the helper draws

hand gestures in the air which are captured by the head mounted the camera and overlaid on

the video feed that transmitted back to the worker. This study has not performed analysis to

evaluate the e�ciency of this collaboration system. Despite this being mobile, gestures over

video feed utilize large bandwidth video transmission. As studied by Fussell, Susan R., Leslie

D. Setlock, and Robert E. Kraut [30], the head mounted do not provide huge bene�t on

situational awareness and studies have shown that they are not any e�cient than audio-only

devices.

Alem, Leila, and Jane Li [4] studies the impact of gestures in remote collaboration.

The authors have developed a system in which both the worker and helper have three cameras

which include an overhead camera that captured the workspace, a face camera, and screen
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camera, the setup also included monitors at both ends. This system uses overlaid hands

and mouse pointing for gestures. The authors have not performed analysis to study the

e�ciency of this collaboration system. Moreover, this infrastructure is dedicated to a �xed

environment, and one cannot use it for outdoor tasks.

Kraut, Robert E., Mark D. Miller, and Jane Siegel [46] identi�es the impact of visual

co-presence in collaborative tasks, the authors have developed an infrastructure which includes

hard-hat with camera and screen mounted to it. The screens of both helper and worker

display a repair manual during the collaboration. This system does not utilize any gestures

for establishing common ground and solely depends on the manual. The issues reported with

head mounted cameras [30] exist in this collaboration system, and without any gestures,

common grounding becomes a challenge.

Ou, Jiazhi, Susan R. Fussell, Xilin Chen, Leslie D. Setlock, and Jie Yang [59] develops

a DOVE (Drawing Over Video Environment) technique to support remote collaboration in

performing physical tasks. The infrastructure includes IP cameras, desktop PCs, and tablet

PCs. The video feed displays workers work area on the tablet of the remote helper; the helper

draws on the tablet which is overlaid and displayed on the workers desktop PC, with this the

worker can identify what the remote expert is pointing. This DOVE system is constrained to

desk environment and is not practical when a task involves outdoor activities.

Robert, Kostia, Dingyun Zhu, Weidong Huang, Leila Alem, and Tom Gedeon [67]

develops a mechanism where a remote helper uses a tablet, and the worker uses a head-

mounted camera and near the display for the collaboration. The collaboration system streams

workers view to the remote helpers tablet, the helper uses the rear view camera of the tablet

and records his hand movements as gestures. These movements are overlaid onto the workers

video stream and relayed back to the workers near eye display. The authors have not performed

any analysis on the performance of this system. This approach will have the same di�culties

with situational awareness in similar to other head mounted cameras, and the overlaid gestures
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utilize large bandwidth on the network.

Kuzuoka, Hideaki, Shinya Oyama, Keiichi Yamazaki, Kenji Suzuki, and Mamoru Mit-

suishi [49] develops a device which consists of a robot base, notebook PC, WLAN unit,

wireless video transmitter, laser with actuators. The video and voice are transmitted using a

satellite communication system which is an inter-university network. In this setup, the authors

observed issues with control instructions, identifying objects, and pointing at targets. The

authors have not performed analysis of this collaborative system, and with the present issues,

this system cannot ful�ll the requirements of situational awareness and common grounding.

The current communication systems developed for collaboration over physical tasks

do not satisfy the requirements of common grounding and situational awareness. Some

systems use head-mounted cameras for visual information which is proved to be no e�cient

than audio-only devices. Some systems utilized massive infrastructure with multiple cameras

and monitor screens which make the system not usable for outdoor tasks. Some systems

require full duplex video transmission for overlaid gestures utilizing large bandwidth over the

network thus being prone for latencies. One portable collaboration device developed with

laser gestures communicates through satellite and authors are unable to use the developed

infrastructure e�ciently.

With the existing collaboration devices not satisfying the common grounding and situ-

ational awareness requirements, the need for a collaboration system that meets the grounding

and awareness requirements is vital. As discussed, visual information and gestures are crucial

for an e�cient collaboration system. The chapter 3 discusses the development of a novel

infrastructure.
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Table 2.1. Discussion of di�erent sources of visual information and gestures

Medium of visual informa-

tion
Discussion

Head-mounted cameras

Provides a close-up view of the objects but provides a very less

situational awareness. The remote helper can only get the visual

information of the objects in the sight of workers view.

Wall mounted cameras

Provides a view of the complete work environment but does not

provide a close up view of the target objects and is restricted to

�xed environment, cannot be mobile. Multiple cameras are required

to fetch visual information from di�erent angles.

Mobile and Pan-Tilt cam-

eras with remote control ca-

pability

These cameras can provide both close-up and work environment

view as the remote helper can remotely control the mobility, pan-

ning, tilting and features of the source of visual information.

Medium of gestures Discussion

Overlaying hands over video

streams

Augmented gestures act as a reference and do not interact directly

with the target. Using these gestures may confuse the worker and

complicate the grounding. When pointing at tiny objects, hand

gestures may block the actual target. Augmenting the gestures over

video streams requires additional hardware of display units, occupies

huge bandwidth, may be subject to latencies and may be restricted

to designated work environments.

Laser pointers

Pointing at the target can establish easy grounding between col-

laborators rather than using target references. These gestures are

precise and can easily point at tiny targets, and do not occupy huge

bandwidth and can be mobile.
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2.2. Summary

In this chapter, I discussed the importance of common grounding and situational

awareness in a helper and worker collaboration and the contribution of voice communication,

visual information, and gestures on the common grounding and situational awareness. The

medium of communication plays a crucial role in the collaboration; audio & video communi-

cations are better than audio-only communications. Visual information is vital for the helper

to gain awareness of the workers actions and his task environment. The quality of situational

awareness acquired by the helper changes with the medium used for visual information. Head-

mounted, wall-mounted cameras provide either a close-up view, or complete task environment

view, and these sources of visual information do not provide the desired task and situational

awareness. The capability to control and stream the required visual information provides the

remote helper a signi�cant advantage on situational awareness. Gestures help easy grounding

between the collaborators, reduce the exchange of lengthy descriptions of target objects and

reduce the burden on the collaborators for common grounding. A mediating system with

capabilities of audio communication, visual information, remote-gestures can provide easy

grounding between remote helper and worker and provide better situational awareness.
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CHAPTER 3

INFRASTRUCTURE

3.1. Introduction

For a remote helper and worker to establish collaboration over a physical task, they

have to exchange the required information. The quality of a collaboration depends on the

quality of information they exchange. Exchange of useful information decreases the time

and increases the e�ciency of collaboration. As the literature survey chapter summarizes,

for enhancing the quality of collaboration, the remote helper has to gain situational and task

awareness of the workers environment, and both helper and worker have to attain common

grounding. To acquire the essential information, the collaborators need a mode of commu-

nication that can provide the important information meeting the awareness and grounding

requirements. To exchange key information between a remote helper and a worker, I develop

a novel device that can mediate the remote collaborators and satisfy the theories discussed

in the literature review chapter.

This chapter provides insights into di�erent sorts of information required for an e�-

cient collaboration, how each element of the CARE meets the discussed requirements and

explains the development of the CARE.

3.2. Building the Capabilities

3.2.1. Visual Information

For the remote helper to be able to guide the worker in performing his task, the helper

should be aware of the workers environment and his actions. Visual information acts as an

excellent source of information to build the required situational awareness. This information

can provide an implicit feedback to the helpers instructions; it conveys the message to the

helper that if the worker understood his instructions and also provides the status of the workers

actions. The literature review chapter 2 discusses the importance of this visual information
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in collaboration.

For the remote helper to gain the required situational and task awareness, the CARE

has to stream video of the workers task environment. . The CARE equips a high de�nition

web camera and a video streaming application to transmit the video to the helpers remote

location. Further sections of this chapter discuss the hardware and software components

used for streaming of visual information to the remote helper.

3.2.1.1. Remote Control of Visual Information

The visual information provides situational awareness to the helper, but a �xed camera

limits the awareness gained by the helper. This limitation can a�ect the performance of the

task collaboration. During the collaboration, the helper may require information of di�erent

tools and target objects in the task environment, requesting the worker to adjust the camera

views will add unnecessary complexity to the collaboration. With the required situational and

task awareness, the helper can e�ciently guide the worker in completing the task.

The CARE provides view control capabilities through helpers dashboard. Using these

features the helper can remotely control the pan and tilt movements of the camera to obtain

visual information of the task environment. It also provides the zoom in/out features for a

close-up view of objects, and manual adjustment of camera focus. For overcoming low light

issues, the CARE equips LED lights, which the remote helper can turn on and o� and control

light intensity.

For camera pan and tilt capability, I mount the camera over two servos, aligning the

servos vertical to each other. These servos connect to a servo controller connected to GPIO

pins on a raspberry-pi board. The software modules on the CARE facilitate the remote control

of these servos through the controller board.

3.2.2. Voice Communication for Common Grounding

The remote helper and the worker have to communicate during the collaboration

to establish a common ground between them. This grounding requires a two-way audio
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Figure 3.1. A high de�nition camera attached to a set of servos for panning and tilting

channel between the peers. The CARE equips a Voice over Internet Protocol client which

registers to a server called IP Private Branch Exchange (IP-PBX). The helper also uses a

VoIP client registering to the same IP-PBX the CARE registers. This communication system

uses Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) for establishing voice sessions and Real-time Transfer

Protocol (RTP) for transmitting media. This communication system uses Asterisk based

FreePBX [24] as the SIP registrar, and an open source sip client Linphone [51] as both helper

and worker clients. For audio input and output, the CARE equips a speaker and a microphone

connected to its USB ports. The �gure 3.2 shows the topology of the voice communication

system used for CARE.

3.2.3. Remote Gestures

Gestures play a signi�cant role for common grounding in collaboration. The collabo-

rators use gestures to exchange information and for reducing oral communication. Gestures

many-a-times convey clear information than words. When a helper and a worker are side-

by-side, the helper can use hand gestures to point at target objects, but for the remote

the helper to convey all the information orally, causes confusion to the worker leading to a

long collaboration. Remote gestures can overcome these issues. The chapter on literature
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Figure 3.2. System for voice communication with sip applications as clients and IP-

PBX as the SIP server

review 2 discusses di�erent kinds of remote gestures researchers have developed for remote

collaboration; it also discusses the drawbacks of these remote gestures.

Remote gesture mechanism should not constrain the CARE to a �xed environment;

the gesture mechanism should adapt to the mobility of it. The gestures should be precise

and can point at smaller targets. The remote gestures discussed in the literature review 2

do not follow these requirements. A laser pointer for gestures ful�lls the above-discussed

requirements. For providing gestures, the remote helper should move the laser pointer to a

required location in the workers environment.

I mount the laser diode over a set of servos that are aligned vertically to each other

for providing freedom of movement to the diode. The laser diode is connected directly to the

GPIO pins of the raspberry-pi board, and the servos connect to the servo controller in-similar

to the camera servos. The diode and servos obtain power through the pi board. With the

software modules and user interface the remote helper can turn the laser diode on and o� and
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provide gestures to the worker by controlling the movements of the diode through a mouse.

I discuss the technical speci�cations of the hardware components and software modules used

to provide this functionality in later sections of this chapter.

Figure 3.3. A laser diode mounted on a set of servos for horizontal and vertical movements

3.2.4. Mobility

The camera provides a degree of movement from 0 degrees to 270 degrees, objects

beyond this range will be in the blind spot. The zoom capability of the camera can help

the helper to get a close-up view of objects only to an extent. A �xed laser pointer reduces

the e�ciency of remote gestures, with di�erent objects blocking the targets from the line

of the pointer, it becomes impossible for a remote helper to precisely point at the target.

Audio communication becomes di�cult with �xed microphone and speakers, and the targets

are distant from their location. Relying on the worker to move the CARE to required loca-

tion will increase the workload on both helper and worker and increasings complexity of the

collaboration.

Making the CARE mobile and remotely controllable overcomes all the above-discussed

issues. I mount the setup of CARE over a wheeled platform, with wheel motors connected

to a motor controller. The motor controller connects to GPIO pins of the pi and an external
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battery pack supplies the power. Using the software modules and user-interface the remote

helper can control movements of the device. The helper uses the real-time visual information

for navigation in the work area. I discusse the speci�cations of hardware components and

software modules used for mobility in later sections of this chapter.

3.2.5. Wireless Network Connectivity

For the helper to fetch visual, establish voice communication, provide gestures, control

the visual information and mobility of the CARE he requires communication link to with the

device on the workers site. Making CARE services available independent of the location is

one of the major requirements. So, one should be able to use the device even outdoors or at

any location. Connecting the helper to CARE through internet ful�lls these requirements.

The mediating device equips a wireless router to connect to a network. The router

remembers pre-con�gured connections and connects when available. When outdoors, the

worker can use his mobile as a hotspot for network connectivity. A battery pack on the

device provides power to the router. While performing the experiments I use a closed wireless

LAN network, with CARE, remote helper, and IP-PBX connecting to it, to avoid the impact

of network bandwidth on the experiments.

3.3. Architecture of CARE

The CARE system consists of multiple components, with raspberry-pi board serving

the computing requirements. Software components on the pi board take users input and

communicate with di�erent hardware modules. The below architecture diagram provides a

snapshot of various layers of elements in the CARE. I discusse the elements in this architecture

in the later part of this chapter.
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Figure 3.4. Layered architecture of CARE showing all the software and hardware

components of the device

3.3.1. Hardware Components

� Raspberry-pi board: The communication system utilizes raspberry pi for computa-

tion; pi is a credit-card sized single-board computer developed by the raspberry-pi

foundation. This board includes a Broadcom BCM2837 4x Arm Cortex-A53 with a

frequency of 1.2 GHz, Broadcom VideoCore IV, 1 gigabyte RAM, 40-pin extended

GPIO, 4 USB ports, 10/100 Ethernet Port 2.4 GHz 802.11n wireless, Micro SD card

port and Micro USB power source [29]. This single-board computer runs raspbian,

a Linux Debian based operating system.

� Wireless network connectivity: The CARE uses a USB powered wireless to Ethernet

adapter for network connectivity. This device supports 802.11b/g/n standards of

wireless connectivity. It adds wireless capability to the Ethernet enabled raspberry pi

board. This device provides better connectivity when compared to traditional WiFi

USB dongles, and is almost the size of a credit card.

� Power source: The infrastructure runs on a 10000mAh battery; this device includes
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two USB ports with one generating 5V/2.5A and other 5V/1.0A.

� Servos: Servos provide movement to camera and laser diode. These servos connect

to the servo controller board which connects to GPIO pins of the raspberry-pi board.

These servos operate at a voltage of 4.8v, with a torque of 1.8kg/cm and at a speed

of 0.12sec/60degrees.

� Servo controller board: The servo controller board operates at a voltage of 5v and

1.2amps. This board can control up to six servos and an I2C device. This controller

connects to the GPIO pins of the raspberry-pi. This board receives power supply

through GPIO pins of the pi board.

� Laser diode: CARE provides gestures using a laser diode. This diode emits light at a

wavelength of 650nm, operates at a voltage of 2.8-5.2V DC and a current of 25mA.

� Microphone: A 3.5mm microphone on the mediating device records workers voice.

This microphone connects to the pi board through a USB-to-audio-jack adapter.

� Speaker: A mini portable speaker connects to the pi board through a USB-to-audio-

jack adapter. This speaker self-sustains on it power storage and runs on a voltage

of 3.7-5v. It delivers quality sound with 3watt.

� Video camera: The CARE uses a Logitech C930e web camera for video recording;

this camera is set to record 1080 pixel high de�nition video at 15 frames per second.

This unit provides an extended view of 90 degrees. This camera is a USB video

class (UVC) device, and this is compliant with generic camera drivers.

� Wheels with motors: The CARE uses a mobile platform with six wheels driven

by six 60rpm metal gear 6V 220mA motors and a motor controller. The motor

controller connects to GPIO pins of raspberry-pi both for power and control signals.

The software components of the mediating device control the wheels through the

controller.
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Figure 3.5. CARE with minimal height, used for tasks where target objects are closer

to the ground. This picture shows labelling of all its hardware parts
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Figure 3.6. CARE with an adjustable height, used for tasks where target objects are

at an elevation

CARE is not a robot; it has multiple di�erences when compared to a traditional robot.

The table 3.1 shows the di�erences between CARE and a robot.
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Table 3.1. Di�erences between CARE and a robot

CARE Robot

Can work on unknown tasks
Has to be pre programmed for every ac-

tion

Can work on numerous domains of tasks Has designated tasks and domains.

Can work in unexpected environments Cannot work in every environment

Has no learning mode, can dynamically respond to the

situation
Requires training

Can locate an expert and connect worker securely across

the continents
This is an autonomous device

Can dynamically adapt to situations, and get the things

right the �rst time
Cannot dynamically adapt to situations

Can be tailored automatically to workers skill level

Has �xed pre programmed steps to ex-

ecute and cannot adapt to workers skill

level

3.3.2. Software Components

3.3.2.1. Controller Application

This application is in charge of directing all the incoming requests to the appropriate

software module. The controller includes an HTTP application that listens to the incoming

requests on port 8080. The remote user logs into the web interface and issues command

to control the system. This application analyzes incoming commands and relays them to an

appropriate software module. The web interface of this application is where the helper can

input commands and view the video feed from the communication system.
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3.3.2.2. Web Interface of the Controller Application

The controller displays video feed to the user and provides all controls to operate the

CARE, the �gure 3.7 shows a screen capture of the web interface of the controller application.

The user can provide keyboard and mouse inputs to control movements of the camera, laser,

and CARE. The web page provides control options to adjust the values of light intensity,

camera focus, turn ON or OFF laser, laser mouse control, zoom in and zoom out, capture

pictures from the camera and to bring laser to the �eld of view. The right frame provides

controls to adjust the speed of the device and captures inputs for forward, backward, left and

right directions of the device. When the user clicks on the video frame, he can use arrow

keys on the keyboard to control pan-tilt movements of the camera, when the user clicks on

the right frame of the page, he can use arrow keys to control wheels of the device.

Figure 3.7. Web Interface of the CARE displaying the controls and video of work

environment
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3.3.2.3. Visual Information Provider

This application is responsible for recording and streaming the video over the network.

As the CARE streams a high de�nition video over a network, this application should minimize

bandwidth utilization of the video feed. High bandwidth utilization can cause latency in the

network which could greatly impact the collaboration. This application captures video from

the camera, compresses it to MJPEG video codec and transmits over the network. I utilize an

open source implementation mjpg-streamer [44] for capturing and streaming MJPEG video

to the remote helper.

3.3.2.4. Camera Controller

This component is responsible for performing multiple actions on the camera, which

include panning, tilting, zoom-in and zoom-out, manual focus, capturing pictures and con-

trolling the lights.

� Pan and tilt: The camera controller software module communicates with the servo

controller using a Python library [54], this library uses pulse width modulation for

controlling the servos. Pulse width modulation generates variable voltage out of

standard power supply; the controller passes voltage continuously to the servo to

rotate it to a required angle. With the camera mounted on these servos, they cause

panning and tilting movements to the camera. When the camera has to move

horizontally, the application operates the servo mounted along the y-axis, and it

operates the servo mounted along the x-axis to move the camera vertically.

� Zoom in and out: This application controls the camera to digitally zoom in and out of

the �eld of view. This application uses a video4linux2 library [62] to communicate

and control the camera. The application passes zoom control commands to the

video4linux2 library for controlling zoom of the camera. When digitally zooming in,

the camera crops the video feed and enlarges it to full scale, this makes the distant

objects appear closer.
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� Camera focus: This application controls the focus of the camera using video4linux2

library, using this the application can enable or disable camera autofucs. With aut-

ofocus disabled, the user can adjust focus of the camera manually

� Capturing an image: The camera controller application can capture images while

the camera is still generating video feed. The operator may require paying close

attention to a moving object; then an image capture can help the remote helper a

lot. This application displays the captured image on the web interface of the remote

helper.

3.3.2.5. Laser Controller

� Pan and tilt: Laser controller application uses a similar mechanism as the camera

controller to control the movements of the laser. When the laser has to move

horizontally, the application operates the servo mounted along the y-axis; The ap-

plication operates the servo along the x-axis to move the laser vertically.

� Laser on and o�: The laser diode directly connects to the GPIO pins of the pi board,

by turning the power supply ON/OFF from GPIO pins the application can turn on

and o� the laser pointer. The application rapidly turns on and o� the power supply

to blink the laser.

3.3.2.6. Device Mobility Controller

This mobility controller is capable of executing helper requests for left, right, forward

and backward movements of the handyman device. When the device has to move right,

the application powers OFF the right two motors and powers ON the left two motors. The

application powers OFF the left two motors and powers ON the right two motors to move

the device to the left. The application sets the speed of the motors by increasing the voltage

supplied to the motors. The user interface of this application provides the facility to increase

or decrease the speed using a slide bar.
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This application listens to the keystrokes of the user for inputs of directions; the user

can use arrow keys on the keyboard to change the directions of the CARE. The application

uses a Python library [63] to pass commands to the motor controller.

3.3.2.7. Voice Communication Application

The CARE uses Voice over IP technology for voice communication between the worker

and remote helper. In VoIP telephony, an IP-PBX is a SIP server to which VoIP clients regis-

ter, this server is responsible for establishing SIP sessions between two clients for establishing

a call. The open source VOIP application linphone on the CARE acts as a SIP client and

registers to the IP-PBX server located in the network. Another client resides on helpers work-

station; these two users can generate voice calls through the SIP server. For a user registered

on the IP-PBX to originate a call to another user, the server has to establish a SIP session

between these users. After the server establishes a session, the clients can exchange media

using RTP. The protocols used in this communication system are UDP for transport, SIP for

signaling and RTP for media. I con�gure CARE to auto answer the calls from trusted users.

This application holds a list of trusted users, and when it receives a call from one in the list

of trusted users, it automatically answers the call, and the system establishes two-way audio

between the caller and called-party.

3.4. Helper Controller Application Flow Diagrams

3.4.1. Camera Control

For the remote helper to access the resources of the CARE, the helper has to go

through an authorization process which is discussed in later chapters of this dissertation.

Once the authorization is complete, the helpers dashboard displays the video feed and options

to control the camera and its features. The helper will have options to control the camera

movements, zoom in/out, control the focus manually and turn the lights ON/OFF for more

light. The ow diagram 3.8 shows the ow of remote operation of the camera.
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To control the camera movements, the helper has to click over the video feed and

use arrow keys on the keyboard to rotate the camera left, right, up and down. This camera

movement provides a better view of the surroundings to the helper.

If the helper needs a closer view of any object, the helper can use the zoom-in option

available on the dashboard to get a closer view of the target. The helper can use the zoom-out

option to view back the broader area.

To control the focus of the camera manually, the helper has to enable manual focus

and adjust the focus using a slider bar on the dashboard. To set the focus mode to auto, he

can just disable the manual focus. In low light situations, the helper can use the LED lights

attached to the camera to add more light to the target area. The helper can turn the lights

ON/OFF by using the intensity slider on the dashboard. As the helper moves the slider from

left to right, the intensity of light increases, when the slider is at left most position the lights

will be turned OFF.

Figure 3.8. Work ow diagram for controlling camera from helper's controller interface
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3.4.2. Laser Control

Once the helper is authorized to control the laser, he can turn ON/OFF the laser

and control the movements of it. The ow diagram 3.9 shows the ow of remote operation

of the laser pointer. The helper can turn ON the laser by checking the laser option on the

dashboard and by unchecking the option the laser can be turned OFF. If the helper cannot

see the laser in the �eld of view, he can use the option to sync the laser with the camera,

which brings the laser pointer to the �eld of view. The helper can use the mouse to control

movements of the laser; there are di�erent steps in enabling mouse control. The helper has

to check the box for turning ON the laser control with the mouse. Move the mouse to the

position of the laser on the video feed and press Shift key on the keyboard; pressing this key

tags the positions of laser and mouse. To move the laser, the helper has to move the mouse.

To untag or release the mouse, the helper presses ESC key on the keyboard.

Figure 3.9. Work ow diagram for controlling laser from helper's controller interface
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3.4.3. Mobility Control

Once the helper is authorized to control the mobility of the CARE, he has options to

con�gure the speed of the device and control the movements of it. The ow diagram 3.10

shows the ow of remote operation of the movements of CARE. To set the speed, the helper

uses the slider bar on the dashboard and to move the device he uses the arrow keys on the

keyboard. To move the device, forward he uses the UP arrow is used, DOWN arrow to move

backward, LEFT arrow to move left and RIGHT arrow to move right. To keep the device

moving in the required direction, the helper keeps holding the designated arrow key, if the

helper releases the arrow key the device stops. For an emergency stop or when releasing

arrow key fails stopping the device, the helper uses the STOP button on the dashboard.

Figure 3.10. Work ow diagram for controlling mobility of CARE from helper's con-

troller interface
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3.5. CARE Controller Application Flow Diagrams

When the device is turned ON, it starts listening for any incoming connection requests,

the helper connects to the device and establishes a session establishes with it. After the ses-

sion establishes, worker authorizes helpers request for resources. The authorization chapter 8

discusses the authorization process, and its technical details.

3.5.1. Camera Control

The ow diagram 3.11 shows the ow of functionality of the camera control applica-

tion. Once the helper is authorized to access the camera resources on the CARE, the device

starts streaming the video to the helpers dashboard and starts listening to the incoming

control commands. When the device receives a command, it matches the command to the

existing control features on the device. The device provides control options for rotating the

camera over x and y-axis, zooming in/out of the camera, controlling the focus and controlling

the lights that are attached to the camera.

Once the device �nds a matching command to rotate the camera, the device rotates

the servos of the camera in the direction that is mapped to the input command, resulting

in the movement of the camera in the direction required by the helper. When it receives

a command from helper to zoom-in or zoom-out the camera, the device uses prede�ned

commands to zoom the camera based on the received input.

When the device receives a command to enable manual focus of the camera, the

device uses prede�ned commands to enable or disable focus of the camera. When it receives

a command to adjust the focus of the camera, it uses the value in the received command to

con�gure the focus of the camera. When a command to control the lights is received, the

device uses the value in the received command to set the intensity value of the lights, when

the user sets the intensity to zero, the lights will be turned OFF, and when the user sets the

value to 5, the lights generate maximum intensity.
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Figure 3.11. Work ow diagram of camera controller application on the CARE

3.5.2. Laser Control

The ow diagram 3.12 shows the ow of functionality of the laser control application.

On receiving a command to turn the laser ON the device enables the GPIO pins on the device

and for a command to turn the laser OFF it disables the GPIO pins. When a command for

bringing the laser to the �eld of view, the device uses the current position of the camera and

the laser performs a mathematical calculation and brings the laser to a resultant position,

which results in the laser pointer in the �eld of view.

When it receives a command to enable mouse control, it enables an algorithm that

fetches the mouse pointer positions of the helper and maps them to the position of the laser

pointer. When the device detects a change in helpers mouse, it uses the mapping that is

performed earlier to move the laser in the direction of the helpers mouse pointer.When the

device receives a command to the release the mouse laser control, it disables the tagging
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between the mouse pointer and laser pointer.

Figure 3.12. Work ow diagram of laser controller application on the CARE

3.5.3. Mobility Controller

The ow diagram 3.13 shows the ow of functionality of the mobility control appli-

cation. When the device receives a command to con�gure the speed of the device, it sets a

parameter and stores it in the bu�er and when moving the device value in the bu�er is used

to set the speed. When the device receives a command to move the device, it rotates the

wheels of the device in the commanded direction. The device expects a continuous feed of

movement input to keep the device moving when receiving of commands stop; the device

stops rotation of the wheels on the device.

3.6. Summary

This chapter provides an architecture for a communication system for a remote-helper

and worker collaboration. The architecture includes multiple hardware and software elements
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Figure 3.13. Work ow diagram of wheels controller application on the CARE

that provide audio communication, visual information, mobility, and remote-gestures. The

novel communication system, CARE, provides a remote control capability to the remote

helper, to control the hardware elements that provide visual information, audio communi-

cation, light for night vision, movements for CARE, gestures. By controlling these sources

of information, the remote helper acquires required information and provides appropriate in-

structions to the worker. CARE uses Voice over Internet Protocol for voice communication

and streams video over HTTP. The web interface of remote helper equips multiple control

options for remotely controlling the hardware and software elements on the CARE.
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CHAPTER 4

PROTOCOL COMPLEXITY THEORY

4.1. Introduction

Can a helper, located at a remote location, collaborate with a worker and successfully

guide him in his task? The success of a task can be de�ned just based on its outcome. If the

outcome is positive to the expectations, then a task is said to be successful, and if the outcome

is negative, then the task is said to be a failure. It is not the same when it comes to de�ning

the success of a helper-worker collaboration; it cannot be de�ned just based on the outcome,

the e�ciency of the collaboration is equally important as the outcome. When a helper and a

worker collaborate to complete a task, it is important that they follow a protocol, an exchange

of requests and responses. The success of the collaboration depends on the e�ciency of this

protocol. A protocol is e�cient when the helper can establish common ground with the

worker in minimal steps possible, in other words, a protocol is e�cient when it is minimally

complex. Common grounding is described as establishing a common understanding of both

the content and the process among the collaborators [21]. With the increase in complexity of

the protocol, the e�ort by collaborators to set common grounding and situational awareness

increases.

In a remote-helper and worker protocol, the helper provides step-by-step instructions

to the worker to complete the task. For a helpers instruction, if the worker responds with

an acknowledgment of understanding or a positive action, then the helper knows that the

worker has understood his instruction, and when the helper moves to a new instruction, then

the worker infers that the helper knows that he understood the helpers instruction. Here the

helper exchanged his knowledge to the worker and established a mutual belief with the worker;

then a common ground is said to be drawn between the helper and worker. If the worker

responds with a question or performs a wrong action for an instruction from the helper, then
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the helper knows that the worker did not understand his instruction. Subsequently when the

helper reiterates the instruction then the worker infers that the helper knows that he did

not understand the helpers instruction. Here the helpers instruction fails to establish the

grounding with the worker in the initial attempt. So the helper shares more information with

the worker to establish the grounding, with this the e�ort by helper and worker to establish

the grounding increases, thereby increasing the complexity of the protocol.

The complexity of a protocol also depends on the medium of communication used

for the collaboration. If the mediating communication system does not provide situational

awareness and establish the grounding, the number of requests and responses between the

collaborators increase, thereby increasing the complexity of the protocol. I developed a novel

system, CARE, to provide situational awareness and establish common ground between the

collaborators.

In this chapter, I discuss the existing methodologies for measuring the performance of

a helper-worker collaboration. This chapter proposes a new method for measuring complexity

of a protocol and a methodology for measuring the minimal complexity of a given protocol.

One can use the minimal protocol complexity as a baseline for identifying if a given helper-

worker protocol achieves minimal complexity.

4.2. Literature Review

This section discusses the existing research work on a helper and worker collaboration

and methodologies used for analyzing the performance of the collaboration. Rest of the

section discusses existing theories on analyzing the complexity of a task.

4.2.1. Existing Methodology for Analyzing Performance of Collaboration Between a Remote

Helper and a Worker

Ranjan et al. [66] study the relationship between physical movement and desired visual

information in a video-mediated collaborative task between geographically distributed groups;
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it utilizes task completion time, the number of critical errors made by participants, and self-

reported e�ectiveness as metrics for analyzing the performance of the collaborative task.

Kraut et al. [45] study the impact of visual information as a conversational resource

in a collaborative physical task. They use the number of tasks completed, task completion

time, repair quality, a real-time rating of work quality and helper and worker communication

on a 5-point scale, conversational coding that categorizes and quanti�es the number of utter-

ances in each category of the conversation and uses the number of deictic references in the

conversation as metrics. Doherty-Sneddon [25] study communication and task performance

in face-to-face and video-mediated communication uses dialogue structures for analyzing the

performance of the task.

Fussell et al. [30] study e�ects of head-mounted and scene-oriented video systems on

the remote collaboration of physical tasks. For analyzing the impact of these video devices,

it uses task completion times, mean number of words per task for analyzing the e�ciency

of communication and user ratings as metrics. Huang Weidong et al. [41] in analyzing the

performance of its wearable system for remote collaboration on physical tasks uses user

ratings as metrics. Kraut Robert E et al. [46] in a study of collaboration over physical tasks

uses speech coding, task completion times and quality of tasks as metrics for analyzing the

performance of the tasks. Kurata Takeshi et al. [48] in a study of the performance of a

shoulder-worn collaborative system utilizes task completion times, and user ratings for ease

of use, users burden and preference of use as metrics.

Alem et al. [4] study gestures in a video-mediated collaborative physical task. It uses

task completion times, the number of mistakes and worker satisfaction scores as metrics for

analyzing the performance of the task.Ou Jiazhi et al. [59] utilizes task completion times as

a metric for analyzing the performance of collaborative tasks with di�erent type of gestures.

Fussell et al. [31] in its study of gestures over video streams in remote collaborative physical

tasks utilizes task time, the mean number of words per task, mean deixis per minute, user
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ratings for ease of identi�cation as metrics for analyzing the performance of the tasks.

Burkhardt et al. [15] analyzed the quality of collaboration based on grading, Noble et

al. [56] analyzed the collaboration based on team task performance, behaviors, interactions

and cognitive capabilities. Thomson et al. [74], Aaltonen et al. [3] and Broadleafconsult-

ing [12] used questionnaire to measure collaboration. Paxton et al. [60] used network visu-

alizations and calculated network strengths to measure dyad performance. Wang et al. [77]

developed interaction networks to study reciprocity between dyads. Damianos et al. [23] [22]

used task outcome, user satisfaction, e�ciency, security, scalability, quality of service, au-

dio/video quality, network load to evaluate a collaboration system.

The existing work utilizes completion times, mean number of words per task, user

rating and the number of errors as metrics. These metrics focus on studying the performance

of the mediating systems and analyzing the impact of di�erent sources of information on the

collaboration rather than analyzing the performance of the collaboration itself. The authors

of these works have not implemented the collaboration as a protocol between a helper and

a worker, so one cannot use these methods for analyzing the complexity of a helper-worker

protocol. The next section discusses existing work on measuring the complexity of a task.

4.2.2. Modelling a Task

Robert E.Wood [80] presents a theoretical model to calculate the complexity of a task

using three components of a task, products, acts and information cues. Wood [80] describes,

products as entities created or produced by behaviors; Acts as the pattern of behaviors with

some identi�able purpose or direction; and information cues as pieces of information about

the attributes of stimulus objects upon which an individual can base the judgements he or

she is required to make during performance of a task. Acts and information cues are inputs

of a task; these inputs de�ne the amount of skill and knowledge a task requires. Pentland

et al. [35] develop an extended concept of task complexity, they retain Woods concept of

representing a task as actions, and information cues and conceptualizes a new task complexity
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of multiple actors working together. It models tasks as a network of events, where actions

by actors are events, and these events generate information cues. Representing a task as

events, information cues and modeling it as a network helps in identifying ones complexity in

various methods.

Motivating from Wood's [80] representation of a task, I propose a representation

of a helper-worker protocol of physical tasks as a network of events where an event is an

utterance or an action by a helper or worker, and events generate information cues which

may be processed by other events. This representation forms a graph structure, by calculating

the complexity of this structure, the complexity of a protocol can be determined. Next section

gives an insight into some of the basic concepts of graph theory.

4.2.3. Graph Theory

A graph is a set of vertices V = V1,V2,V3,V4.. which are connected by lines called

edges E = E1,E2,E3,E4... Edge Eij is a line that connects vertices v1 and v2. There are two

types of graphs directed and undirected. In a directed graph the edges have directions, and

in an undirected graph edges do not have directions. A loop is an edge that starts and ends

in the same vertex. A simple graph is a graph that does not have multiple edges between any

two vertices and does not have self-loops. A weighted graph is a graph which has a weight

associated with its edges. A graph is said to be highly connected when any two given vertices

connect by an edge. The degree of a vertex is the number of edges associated with it. In a

directed graph, in-degree of a vertex is the number of edges entering it and outdegree of a

vertex is the number of edges leaving it. The total degree of a vertex in a directed graph is

the sum of its in-degree and out-degree. A walk is a sequence of vertices and edges; a walk

is closed when both endpoints are the same, a walk-length is the number of edges in a graph.

A path is a walk in a graph where are all edges and vertices are di�erent. A cycle is a closed

path in which all edges are di�erent.

An empty graph is a graph with no edges between the vertices. A multigraph is a graph
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that has multiple edges between a pair of vertices. A connected and acyclic graph is called a

tree with two vertices connected by exactly one path. A regular graph is a graph where every

vertex has the number of neighbors, i.e., the same number of degrees. A bipartite graph

is a graph with vertices partitioned into two disjoints sets. A complete graph is a graph in

which an edge connects every pair of graphs. A complete bipartite graph is a bipartite graph

in which every node of one set connects to every node of another set. A planar graph is a

graph that can be drawn on a plane where no two edges intersect each other. A subgraph is

a graph formed out of a subset of vertices and edges of the parent graph. Spanning tree is

a subgraph of an undirected graph G which includes all the vertices.

Two vertices are said to be adjacent when there is an edge between them. A pair of

vertices is said to have no adjacency when there is no edge connecting them. Sum of all

vertex degrees of a graph is called total adjacency of the graph. An adjacency matrix is a

matrix representation of a graph which indicates whether pairs of a graph are adjacent or

not. Total adjacency of a graph is the sum of all vertex degrees in a graph.

(4.1) A(G) =

V∑
i=1

ai

Total adjacency in a directed graph is

(4.2) A(G) = Aout(G) + Ain(G)

I use these concepts of nodes, edges, in-degree, and out-degree in modeling a protocol

and its complexity. In the next section, I discuss the existing methodologies for calculating

the complexity of a graph structure.

4.2.4. Quantitative Measures of a Graph Complexity

Bonchev [11] states that one can obtain a better complexity measure of a graph by

using the vertex degree magnitude based information content. Bonchev [10] attempts to
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quantify the topological complexity of a directed biological network, he utilizes Shannons

information theory to estimate complexity based on entropy. Bonchev assumes the distribu-

tion of N elements in k groups as fN1; N2; N3; :::Nkg and probability for a randomly chosen

element of the set to belong to the group I is P i = Ni=N. Shannons entropy H of probability

distribution fP1; P2; P3::Pkg is de�ned as

(4.3) H
0

= �

K∑
i=1

Pi log2Pi = �

K∑
i=1

Ni

N
log2

Ni

N
bits=element

Here log is taken as base 2 to calculate entropy in bits. To calculate entropy of all

the elements is given by

(4.4) H = NxH` = Nx(�

K∑
i=1

Ni

N
log2

Ni

N
)

(4.5) H = N log2N �

K∑
i=1

Ni log2Ni

As per Bonchev, the entropy of a structure H is maximum when the second term in

the above equation is zero; this corresponds to distributing system elements into groups of

one element each. The information content of a graph is the di�erence between maximum

entropy H max and the value H of the system entropy.

(4.6) I = Hmax �H =

K∑
i=1

Ni log2Ni

Bonchev [11] states that information content of a structure can be used to calculate its

topological complexity. The equation derived for information content in the previous section

can be used for calculating the complexity of a structure.
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For utilizing Bonchevs structural complexity theory in calculating complexity of a pro-

tocol, representation of a protocol as a structure is crucial. In the next section author

discusses the methods of representing of a protocol as a structure.

4.3. Modeling a Helper-Worker Protocol

Representing a protocol as a graph structure provides a path to understand the proto-

cols information content and quantify its complexity. A graph consists of vertices connected

by edges; the protocol is modeled as a graph by representing events and information cues in

the form of these vertices and edges respectively.

In a helper-worker protocol, the helper provides instructions, descriptions of the task

to the worker and the worker performs actions or utters questions or acknowledgments. I

represent instructions, descriptions, actions, and utterances as events and these events as

vertices of a graph. In the protocol, an instruction by a helper acts as a source of information

to the worker to act. Similarly, an object description by a helper acts as a source of information

to the worker to provide an acknowledgment or pose a question. So, every event generated

by a helper acts as the information signal to the worker to perform next event, and every

event by a worker serves as an information signal to the helper to perform next event. I

represent these information signals as edges in the protocol graph structure.

A task involves a step-by-step procedure for successfully executing it. Similarly, in

a helper-worker protocol, the helper follows a step-by-step procedure in guiding the worker

for completing the task. Each step starts with an instruction from the helper and ends

with successful task completion or grounding of the worker. For instance, a helper provides

an instruction to the worker to use a screw driver and rotate a screw. For the worker to

successfully execute the helpers instruction, he needs the following information, which tool

is called a screwdriver, what size of the screwdriver he should use, which screw should he

rotate and which direction should he rotate. If the worker includes all this information in

the instruction and grounds the worker on the instruction, then the worker can successfully
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execute the instruction. If the information the helper provides is not su�cient or confusing

for the worker to progress in the task or if the helper is not able to ground the worker on his

instruction, the worker questions or performs a wrong action and the helper provides another

instruction to correct the workers action to help him complete the instruction.

As seen in the graph representation 4.1 , an event by a helper acts as an information

cue to an event by a worker. Similarly, an event by a worker serves as an information cue

to an event by a helper. An instruction from a helper can lead to multiple events. A set

of events and information that are required for grounding a helper and a worker and for the

worker to complete the helper's instruction successfully is called an atomic task.

Figure 4.1. Events and information cues

When the worker provides an acknowledgment or performs a positive action for the

instruction from a helper, it conveys a message to the helper that the worker understood his

instruction. Subsequently when the helper provides next instruction the worker knows that

the helper infers that he understood his instruction. This knowledge completes the grounding

of helpers instruction. An atomic task involves successful grounding and execution of a helper

instruction. Rest of this section discuss the modeling of di�erent types of atomic tasks.

When a helper provides an instruction to the worker to act, and the worker executes

the instruction correctly, then the helper knows that the worker understood his instruction.

Here the grounding between the collaborators in achieved with one information cue. This
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atomic task is said to be simple and minimally complex. Figure 4.2 shows graph representation

of this type of atomic task.

Figure 4.2. Type I atomic task

When a helper provides an instruction to the worker, and the worker performs a wrong

action it indicates that the worker misunderstood the instruction and the helper did not

establish a common ground with the worker. Then the helper provides additional information

and tries to set the grounding with the worker. This atomic task requires four events and three

information cues for grounding and successful execution of the instruction. This atomic task

is more complex compared to the Type I atomic task.Figure 4.3 shows a graph representation

of this atomic task.

Figure 4.3. Type II atomic task

When a helper provides an instruction, and the worker completes it partially, it indicates

that the helper established grounding with the worker, but either the worker or helper is not

sure of the extent to which the action has to be performed. If the helper is not sure of the

extent of action required, after he gains visual information of the workers action, he reiterates
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the same instruction to convey the message to continue the current action. If the worker

is not sure to what extent he should act, the helper after fetching the status of the current

action reiterates the same instruction. Figure 4.4 shows a graph representation of this atomic

task.

Figure 4.4. Type III atomic task

When a helper provides lengthy information of the objects or the process, he provides

it in installments and tries to establish common ground with the worker for every installment.

When the helper receives an acknowledgment for the �rst installment, then he knows that

worker understood his �rst chunk of information and proceeds with the second installment

of information. For each chunk of information, the worker may immediately ground with

the helper by providing an acknowledgment or raise a question requesting for additional

information. This atomic task is more complex when compared to Type I and Type II atomic

tasks. Figure 4.5 provides the graph representation for this type of atomic task.

One among di�erent types of sub-tasks a worker does is a continuous action for a

period. This subtask starts with an instruction from the helper when the worker grounds with

the helper he starts performing the right action. During this continuous action, the worker

may unknowingly slide out of the right path; the helper provides mid-action information to

correct the workers actions. Or the helper provides the mid-action information to pass the

message to the worker that he is on the right track or to convey the status of the task.

Figure 4.6 shows the graph representation of this type of atomic task.
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Figure 4.5. Type IV atomic task

4.4. Modeling Complexity of a Protocol

A protocol is a combination of atomic tasks. As explained in section 4.2.4 information

content of a graph provides its structural complexity. When one represents a protocol as

a graph structure and measure its structural complexity, it provides the complexity of the

protocol. One can represent a protocol as a graph structure using the structural representation

theory provided in section 4.3. Vertices of the graph represent an event of the protocol and

edges of the graph represent information cues of the protocol. The term degree of a vertex

provides the number of edges associated with it, for a protocol structure it represents the

information signals generated or processed by an event. To calculate the protocol complexity,

I calculate the complexity of each event by considering the information cues associated with

it. Summing up the complexities of all vertices provides the complexity of the overall graph,
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Figure 4.6. Type V atomic task

thereby providing the complexity of the protocol. The information cues of an event are the

sum of information generated by it and the number of information cues processed by it.

(4.7) ICi = InDegree(nodei) +OutDegree(nodei)

Following the methodology provided in section 4.2.4, complexity of an event is given

by

(4.8) EC = IC log2 IC

Complexity of a protocol is given by

(4.9) PCI = EC1 + EC2 + EC3 + :::::::::::+ ECk

(4.10) PCI = IC1 log2 IC1 + IC2 log2 IC2 + IC3 log2 IC3 + ::::::::+ ICK log2 ICK
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(4.11) PCI =

K∑
i=1

ICi log2 ICi

Where PCI is the protocol complexity index; K is the total number of vertices or

events in the protocol; ICi is the number of information cues associated with an event or

vertex i.

The graph 4.7 shows the sensitivity of protocol complexity index PCI to changes in the

Information-Cues IC and Events K. Both the dependent variables events and information-cues

start with a value 2. The X-axis shows the percentage increase of the cues and events and the

Y-axis shows the increase in protocol complexity index to changes in information-cues and

events. For analyzing the sensitivity of the complexity index to information-cues, the number

of events is considered constant and similarly for analyzing the sensitivity of the complexity

index to events the information-cues is considered constant.

Moreover, for the purpose of sensitivity analysis of PCI, all the events are assumed

to have the same degree of information-cues. With this, the protocol complexity equation

reduces to the equation 4.12.

(4.12) PCI = K � ICi log2 ICi

The graph shows that the complexity PCI is more sensitive to changes in information-

cues than to change in events. The complexity of approximately 4800 is achieved for 1000%

increase in information-cues, where it took 4800% increase in events to reach the same

complexity. This sensitivity analysis conveys that if a protocol is designed to minimize the

number of information-cues for each event, it can reduce the complexity.

I observed similar percentage change in the complexity index for the percentage change

in information-cues for di�erent values of the constant events. Similarly, I observed similar
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percentage change in the complexity index for the percentage change in the events for di�erent

values of the constant information-cues.

Figure 4.7. Sensitivity analysis of protocol complexity index to changes in the number

of information cues (IC) and number of events (K)

4.4.1. Performance Index of a Collaboration

PCI provides a metric to analyze e�ciency of a protocol. Performance Index provides

a metric to analyze e�ciency of the collaboration. The rate at which the protocol is executed

determine the overall performance of the collaboration. The performance of a collaboration

is the ratio between protocol complexity and time taken by the collaboration.
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(4.13) Per f ormanceIndex PI =
P rotocolComplexity Index

T ime

(4.14) PI =

∑
K

i=1
ICi log2 ICi

T ime

Where PI is Performance Index of the collaboration; T ime is time taken by the col-

laboration ICi is the number of information cues associated with an event i.

4.5. Mathematical Minimization of a Protocol

When a worker request help from a helper on a task, he wants to complete the job with

the least collaboration e�ort possible. Achieving least collaboration e�ort means, performing

the job with a minimally complex protocol. Obtaining minimal complexity for a protocol means

the helper should establish common ground with worker and the worker should execute the

helpers instructions with least possible events and information cues. To judge if the helper

and worker protocol is minimally complex or not, one needs a baseline for comparison. This

baseline is a theoretical value satisfying the constraints of a given protocol.

The complexity of a protocol depends on multiple factors, the e�ciency of the medi-

ating communication system, prior knowledge of the worker on the task and knowledge and

capability of the helper over remote collaboration. So the protocol complexity is di�erent for

each worker and cannot be compared. I develop a methodology for calculating the minimal

complexity of a protocol. Using this method one can deduce a minimal complexity value

for each worker. Moreover, this can act as a baseline for judging if the helper and worker

achieved a minimally complex protocol or not.

I develop a model for deriving minimal complexity of a protocol by performing con-

strained mathematical optimization of the protocol complexity equation 6.1. I model the
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minimal complexity equation from the atomic task level. I consider below constraints in an

atomic task to model minimal protocol complexity equation.

� Each atomic task should have only one helper event

{ An atomic task is minimally complex when there is only one helper event in

it. By de�nition atomic task is a successful grounding and execution of an

instruction from the helper. When an instruction from a helper is successfully

grounded or executed by the worker, there is no need for additional information

or instructions from the helper. Then the task is minimally complex.

� Two lower bounds considered to avoid o� shooting of the optimal complexity values

{ A non-root helper event should have at least one in-degree

{ A helper event should have information cues that are at least twice the number

of non-leaf worker nodes (n) and at least one information cue associated with

the last leaf node in the atomic task.

{ Each worker event should have one input and one output information cues.

{ Indegree(Helper Event)�=1

{ Degree(Helper Event) with non-leaf worker nodes = 2 * n ; where n = N-1

{ Degree(Helper Event) with leaf worker node = 1

{ Total Degree(Helper Event)�= Indegree(Helper Event) + Degree(Helper Event)with

non-leaf worker nodes + Degree(Helper Event) with leaf worker nodes

(4.15) TotalDegree(Helper Event) >= 1 + 2 � (N � 1) + 1

(4.16) Degree(Helper Event) >= 2 � N

(4.17) Degree(Worker Event) >= 2
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The helper node in the �rst atomic task does not have an indegree, so considering

the �rst atomic task and the rest of M atomic tasks separately. Performing constrained min-

imization of the protocol complexity equation (PCI) using Lagrange Multipliers and Karush-

Kuhn-Tucker conditions [16] [7] [47] obtains the optimal complexity equation 6.2.

(4.18)

M∑
i=1

[2Ni log2 2Ni ] + 2K + (2L� 1) log2(2L� 1)

Where Ni is the number of worker nodes connected to �rst helper node in atomic

task I, K is the total number of worker nodes in a protocol, L is the number of worker nodes

associated with the root helper node and M is the number of Atomic Tasks excluding the

atomic task with root helper node.

4.6. State Machines of the Helper, the Worker and the Collaboration

Finite-State Machine or state machine is a mathematical model of computation.

These state machines include a �nite set of states with a starting state, input, and a transi-

tion function. The state machine can change from one state to another in response to the

inputs and the change of one state to another is called transition.The state machine can be

used to model complicated computations or machines, one of the popular examples of the

state machine is modeling of a vending machine, as shown in �gure 4.8. A state machine

describes how the machine works by using states, how it changes states based on input and

output that is produced based on the input and current state.

The state machine 4.8 shows how a vending machine operates based on the coins the

buyer inputs. Based on input the machine either changes a state or stays in the same state

and the machine generates an output based on the current state and input. Change of one

state to another is called transition and the function that determines the transition be called

a transition function.

Let us assume the cost of a Pepsi can is 1 dollar and the machine is initially in a state

S0, if the user inputs 25 cents the state changes to S1, if the user inputs 50cents the state
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Figure 4.8. State machine diagram of a vending machine

changes to S2, if the user inputs 1 dollar the state changes to S4 and if the user presses the

button for Pepsi, it stays in the same state. In any of these inputs, the state does not return

any output. Same thing happens when the machine in state S1, in this state if the user inputs

1 dollar the output will be 25c because the buyer has already input 25c in state S0 and the

cost of Pepsi can is only 1 dollar, the excess 25 cents will be refunded to the buyer. When

in the �nal state S4 where the required amount for purchasing a Pepsi can is received, if the

buyer presses Pepsi button the can is delivered, and state of the machine is set to initial state

S0.

4.6.1. State Machines of the Helper and the Worker

In a helper-worker protocol, both helper and worker are in a single state at a given

time. Both the participants use the maximum information they can perceive from each other

to transit to a di�erent state. We consider actions by both agents in a helper-worker protocol
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as joint actions, which cause the change of states in the system. Helper considers the current

state of the system as an input and acts as part of the protocol.

Let us consider an example of the helper and worker events, an instruction from a

helper with a responsive action from the worker, to study the individual states of the helper

and the worker. The worker acts based on an instruction from the helper. Initially, the helper

will be in instructing state (H0) and as the worker responds to the helpers instruction, he

moves to listening state (H1). While the helper is instruction the worker will be in listening

state (W0) and as the worker understands the helpers instruction he moves to acting state

(W1). Information cues from events of one party are helping the other party to transition his

state.

Figure 4.9. An example atomic task of the helper and the worker collaboration

Figure 4.10. An example state machine of the helper in the collaboration

Figure 4.11. An example state machine of the worker in the collaboration
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Let us see how the collaboration transitions among the states for the same example.

With the helper, worker events the state of the collaboration changes from one state to

another state. With instruction from the helper I0, the state of the collaboration changes

to instruction state and with an action of the worker to the helpers instruction, it moves

from instruction state to action state. State machines of the helper-worker collaboration

help determine the state to which the collaboration is transitioning. If the state machine is

transitioning to error or question state frequently, the protocol has to be corrected to reduce

the number of transitions to those error or question states. The state machines also help in

the design of the protocol to avoid any deadlocks in the collaboration.

Figure 4.12. An example state machine of the helper and the worker collaboration

Let us consider another example where a helper provides instruction, the worker per-

forms a wrong action, and the helper corrects the action by providing a detailed instruction.

After helper provides instruction, work performs a wrong action then helper provides

a detailed correction instruction. In this scenario, the helper will be state of instruction H0 as

he observes the worker starts executing the instruction he goes to listening state H1, when

the worker performs the wrong action for the given instruction he goes back to instruction

state H0 from listening state H1. After providing a detailed instruction and as he observes

the worker starts executing the task he again goes to listening state H1. For this scenario,

the worker will initially be in listening state W0, after the helper completes his instruction
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Figure 4.13. An example atomic task of the helper and the worker collaboration

Figure 4.14. An example state machine of the helper in the collaboration

Figure 4.15. An example state machine of the worker in the collaboration

the worker moves to action state W1. When the worker is in action state and if the helper

provides another instruction, he moves to listening state W1 . After the helper completes
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providing the instruction, the worker moves to action state W1. In this scenario, the task will

initially be in state T0 ; And when the helper provides instruction, and the worker performs

a wrong execution, the task does not transit to a di�erent state, it stays in the same state.

After the helpers instruction for correcting workers action and if the worker executes the

instruction successfully, the task moves from state T0 to state T1.

Figure 4.16. An example state machine of the helper and the worker collaboration

With an instruction event (I0) by a helper, the collaboration moves to Instructing

state. After the helper completes the instruction and when the worker starts acting (A0)

on the provided instruction, the collaboration moves to Acting state. If the worker performs

an error (E0) while executing the instruction from the helper, the collaboration moves to an

Error state, when the helper responds to an error by providing an instruction to correct the

error (I1) the collaboration moves back to instructing state. When the helper completes the

instruction, and the worker starts acting again (A1), the collaboration moves to acting state.

The more the number of transitions to error state, the more will be the transitions between

instructing and acting states, and the complex will be the collaboration.
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4.7. Summary

This chapter presents a methodology for calculating the complexity of a helper-worker

protocol. I modeled the protocol by categorizing utterances of both worker and helper and

actions by the worker as events and the message conveyed by the events as information-cues.

I represented the events and information-cues as vertices and edges in graph and models a

protocol as a graphical structure. Calculating the complexity of the graphical structure can

provide the complexity of the protocol. The complexity of a structure is the information

content of the structure. I utilized the model developed by Bonchev [10] for calculating the

complexity of the graphical protocol structure. To analyze if the helper and worker achieved

an optimal complexity for the protocol, I developed a model for calculating the optimal

complexity of a protocol structure. Using this methodology one can analyze the complexity

of protocol and design optimal protocols.
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CHAPTER 5

VEHICLE PROTOCOL

5.1. Introduction

A study by AAA [2] �nds that despite the advances in vehicle technologies which

include a variety of dashboard features, the breakdowns have been at a record high in the

United States during the year 2015. AAA has alone rescued 32million drivers during the year

2015. They observed that vehicles with fewer than �ve years old have experienced more tire

and key related issues. New technologies in vehicles are making drivers more vulnerable to

breakdowns; these will be a nightmare for any driver who does not have experience with basic

auto repair or when one does not have a readily available technical assistance.

A study by statista.com [72] �nds that there are more than 200 million licensed car

drivers in the United States as of 2010, but how many of these drivers are aware of primary

auto diagnosis or repairs, not everyone? National Motor Vehicle Crash Causation Survey [19]

analyzes data from 2005 to 2007 and �nds that in a sample of 5,470 crashes that repre-

sent 2,188,970 crashes nationwide, in 9 percent of these crashes one or more vehicles had

tire problems before the accident. These statistics depict the importance of regular vehicle

inspection to avoid any unexpected breakdowns or crashes.

Obtaining the services of a remote mechanic and completing the repair under his

guidance provides a solution to unavailability of services at odd hours or odd locations, long

wait times and increased service costs. A remote mechanic can guide the worker to diagnose

and �x the problem; one can use these facilities for a variety of tasks on vehicles which

include repairs, regular safety inspection, and security inspection. With the help of a remote

helper, the worker can at least perform a �rst-aid to the vehicle for a problem, if not able

to completely �x it. These temporary �xes can prevent damage from extending and causing

other repairs. In rest of this section, I discuss security inspection of the vehicle, under vehicle
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safety inspection and vehicle repairs.

5.1.1. Vehicle Repairs

The statistics of rescued drivers with vehicle breakdowns provide a clear indication of

the portion of licensed drivers with awareness on auto problems and repairs. As discussed,

tough times arise when the availability of experts does not meet the drivers requirements,

odd hours, inclement weather and remote locations. Not all the vehicle breakdowns require

a towing to the repair shop; a driver can himself �x minor repairs with the required expertise.

One of the major reasons for vehicle breakdowns, as reported by AAA [2], is tire related

issues. Replacing a at tire is not among the skills every driver has, nor can it be a trial and

error process, as it may cause damages both to the driver and vehicle if done without proper

knowledge. One of the key and crucial components in replacing a vehicle tire is positioning a

jack securely and elevating the car. Every car has di�erent locations for positioning the jack,

called pinch points; this makes it di�cult for the driver to identify where to position the jack,

a wrong location can result in huge damages to the vehicle and the driver. With the help of

the CARE, a driver can get technical guidance from a remotely located mechanic and �x the

problem.

Figure 5.1. Remote helper helping a worker in repairing his vehicle using the CARE device
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Figure 5.2. A driver opening a hood with instructions from remote helper

Figure 5.3. A driver inspecting engine-oil level with the help of a remote helper

Figure 5.4. A driver positioning a jack for changing the tire with the help of a remote

helper
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5.1.2. Under Vehicle Inspection

Be it a pre-trip safety inspection or diagnosis various inspection points need attention.

A usual visual inspection consists of the only exterior or under the hood checklist, but there

are many points under the vehicle that need inspection.

� Vehicle tires and wheels: One of the key things to inspect are loose or missing nuts,

oil leaks around the wheel. The leaks are an indication for bad brake cylinder or

axle seal [68]. Tire tread depth plays a crucial role in vehicle performance and its

safety, as described in Section I. Tire ination is another crucial checkpoint; not all

the cars have pressure sensors. Underinated, worn out or damaged tires can blow

out during the drive and result in accidents as stated by National Highway Safety

Administration [19].

� Signs of oil leaks: Various uids play a crucial role in the operation of a vehicle,

antifreeze, transmission, brake uid are a few of them. Dark brown or black uid

can be oil or brake uid, green uid can be antifreeze, reddish uid can be power

steering or transmission uid [5].

� Exhaust system: Rust is one of the key things to be looked in and around the exhaust

system. As the system is underneath the vehicle, there may be a high chance for

damages or weakening of the parts caused due to rust. Inspection of mu�er for any

burns, missing bolts, breaks or leaks is required.

� Suspension system: Oil leaks, worn out or cracked parts may cause extensive damage

to the vehicles. Tie rods, control arm bushings, shock absorbers, springs are a few

of them that require attention.

5.1.3. Security Inspection of Vehicles

Metal detectors, vehicle, and baggage inspectors have become part of peoples ev-

eryday life. With the increased number and technology in threats, the need for technology

advancements in inspection devices has grown. Hand-held mirrors are used widely for ve-
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hicle security inspection, with these mirrors the inspecting person has to be very close to

the vehicle and these cannot provide complete visibility of beneath the vehicle. Later, with

the advancement of technology Under Vehicle Inspection Systems have emerged. There is a

broad range of Inspection Systems which provide high-resolution imaging and real-time video.

The real-time video inspection systems are highly e�cient compared to imaging systems re-

garding processing time, but these Under Vehicle Inspection Systems are very expensive and

are not portable.

With the help of the CARE, a remotely located security inspector can perform a

detailed under vehicle inspection for any explosives. The inspector can remotely control

sensors on the device and obtain the required data to inspect each location under the vehicle

visually.

I perform car elevation task experiments with multiple subjects to study the remote-

helper and worker protocol complexities. I compare the achieved protocol complexities with a

baseline complexity index to analyze the objective that if a remote-helper can guide a worker

on a car elevation task with optimal protocol complexity. In the next section, I explain the

car elevation protocol, provides a snapshot of the car elevation process and discusses the

methodology to analyze the complexity of the protocol.

5.2. Car Elevation Protocol

Replacing a vehicles at tire involves multiple steps, one should do these only with

prior knowledge else they may cause damage both to the vehicle and worker. One of these

crucial steps is to position the jack correctly and elevate the car, to perform these tasks a

worker needs knowledge of the vehicle, tools and the process.

� Tools: There can be a variety of combination of instruments each car carries, every

vendor sells a di�erent set of tools along with a vehicle. A worker should have

knowledge of what tools are required and how to use them.
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� Knowledge on the vehicle: Jack, the tool used to elevate the car, should be placed

under the vehicle at an appropriate place called pinch points. Each vehicle has

di�erent designated places, which will be di�cult for a worker to identify if he does

not have prior knowledge of the vehicle.

� Process: There are multiple steps involved in elevating the car; with the di�erent

varieties of tools available, using them with a right combination, identifying desig-

nated positions, knowing the right way, knowing the easy and e�cient way, amount

of elevation required are challenges involved in elevating a car for a worker without

a prior knowledge.

Using CARE the remote helper fetches the required information of the workers envi-

ronment, and with the help of voice communication and gestures, he provides a step-by-step

instruction to the worker. The sets of requests and responses between the helper and worker

are called a protocol. This protocol is crucial to the success of collaboration, optimally com-

plex protocol means a highly e�cient protocol. In the next section, I discuss the methodology

for analyzing the complexity of this protocol.

Figure 5.5. Helper explaining the jack to worker; Worker's environment on left and

helper's view through CARE device in the right
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Figure 5.6. Helper explaining the hook tool to worker; Worker's environment on left

and helper's view through CARE device in the right

Figure 5.7. Helper explaining the combination of tools to worker; Worker's environ-

ment on left and helper's view through CARE device in the right

Figure 5.8. Helper showing a pinch point to worker; Worker's environment on left and

helper's view through CARE device in the right
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Figure 5.9. Worker positioning the jack under a pinch point and helper monitoring it;

Worker's environment on left and helper's view in the right

Figure 5.10. Worker adjusting position of jack under the pinch point and helper mon-

itoring it; Worker's environment on left and helper's in the right

Figure 5.11. Worker Elevating the car using the tools and helper monitoring it;

Worker's environment on left and helper's view in the right
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Figure 5.12. Worker elevates the car using the tools and helper inspects the height

of wheel; Worker's environment on left and helper's view in the right

5.2.1. Analyzing Complexity of the Car Elevation Protocol

Using the protocol complexity theory discussed in Chapter 4, one can analyze the

complexity of the car elevation protocol. When the helper provides instruction, and if the

worker understands and executes the instruction correctly the grounding is said to be estab-

lished with one information cue. With this the complexity of the instruction and response is

optimal, but if the worker requires additional information or executes the instruction wrongly,

this means that the grounding is not established between the collaborators, then the helper

provides additional information to establish the grounding with the worker, this increases the

complexity of the protocol. I discuss this approach in the protocol complexity theory 4.

I represent the helper-worker protocol as a graph with vertices and edges. Vertices

represent the instructions, actions, acknowledgments or questions of both helper, worker,

and edges are signals of information, where an instruction of a helper acts as an information

signal to the worker, and a response by a worker serves as a signal to the helper. Calculating

the complexity of this structure provides the complexity of the protocol.

Protocol complexity index is given by

(5.1) PCI =

K∑
i=1

ICi log2 ICi
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The complexity of the car elevation protocol depends on multiple factors, the e�ciency

of the mediating device, workers prior knowledge on the task and the workers comprehensive

capability. So the protocol complexity is di�erent for each worker and cannot be compared.

I discuss the methodology for calculating the optimal complexity of a protocol in protocol

complexity theory chapter. Using this method one can deduce an optimal complexity value

for each worker. Moreover, this can act as a baseline for judging if the helper and worker

achieved an optimally complex protocol or not.

Optimal protocol complexity index is given by

(5.2)

M∑
i=1

[2Ni log2 2Ni ] + 2K + (2L� 1) log2(2L� 1)

5.2.2. Modeling Car Elevation Protocol

I discuss modeling of a protocol in the protocol complexity theory chapter; he rep-

resents a protocol as a set of vertices and edges. A vertex represents an event either by a

helper or a worker, and an edge represents an information cue generated by each event. In

this section, I provide the graph representation of the car elevation protocol. Calculating the

complexity of this graph structure provides the complexity of the protocol. When an event

by a helper acts an information cue to the worker to perform an event, the cue forms an edge

between the helpers and workers events. If the event by helper does not act as an information

cue to the workers event, then the two events stay disconnected.

A set of events and information cues that are required for grounding a helper and a

worker and for the worker to complete the helper's instruction successfully is called an atomic

task. The graph representation of car elevation protocol shows the set of events by helper

and worker and the information cues the events generated. The structural representation of

car elevation protocol divides the protocol into atomic tasks. I represent the atomic tasks

by closed dotted lines; I represent each atomic task with a number for ease of discussion.
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Protocol complexity index and optimal protocol complexity index models use these de�nitions

of events, information cues, and atomic tasks.

In rest of this section, I explain the graph representation of car elevation protocol. A

number of each list item represents the number of each atomic task.

(1) Helper points the laser at an object and asks the worker if he can see the laser.

Worker responds with an oral acknowledgment, conveying the message that he can

see the laser.

(2) The helper starts explaining the jack tool to the worker. He starts with explaining

the screw head, as the explanation process is lengthy the helper shares the knowl-

edge with the worker in installments. The helper and worker establish a common

grounding for each installment. When the helper provides the �rst installment of ex-

planation this acts an information cue to the worker and the worker raises a question,

this provides an information signal to the helper that the worker does not understand

the �rst step of explanation and repeats it. The repeated step acts as a cue to the

worker, and the worker responds with an oral acknowledgment, this acts as a cue

to the helper that the worker understood the �rst installment of explanation and

proceeds with the next installment. In the second installment, the helper explains

that if one rotates the screw head in the clockwise direction, the jack expands. This

installment acts as a cue to the worker and the worker tests the screw head. Using

the visual information the helper sees that the worker is testing the screw head, so

this action acts as a cue to the helper, and he knows that the worker understood

the second installment and grounding is established. Similarly, the helper continues

with all the installments of the screw head explanation and establishes grounding

with the helper.

(3) Helper points an object and asks the worker if he can see the object where he is

pointing. When the worker responds with an oral acknowledgment, the helper knows
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that the worker can see the laser and proceeds with the next atomic task.

(4) Helper explains a tool to the worker, in similar to atomic task 2 the helper explains

it in installments. For the �rst installment the worker tests the tool, with the

grounding established, the helper moves to next installment, as the helper receives a

verbal acknowledgment from worker providing an indication of grounding, the helper

moves to the next atomic task.

(5) Helper explains another tool; this atomic task is in similar to atomic task 4.

(6) This atomic task is in similar to atomic tasks 1 and 3.

(7) Helper uses the laser, points at the pinch point under the car. The pinch point is

the designated location under the car for positioning the jack. The helper requests

the worker to move the jack under the pinch point he is pointing. The helper did

not provide all the required information in his instruction; the worker understands

that he has to move the jack to the pinch point, but he is not sure in what direction

he should put the jack. So he questions the helper of the orientation, the helper

provides an answer to the workers questions, the worker places the jack under the

pinch point in the appropriate direction. The action by worker conveys a message to

the helper that the worker understood the complete and the grounding is established.

(8) The helper requests the worker to rotate the screw head of the jack, the worker

rotates the screw head to an extent and stops. The action of worker acts as an

information cue to the helper, as the helper knows the degree to which the worker

acted is not su�cient, he requests the worker to continue the action. The call to

continue acting acts as a cue to the worker, and the worker continues the action.

(9) The helper requests the worker to use the tools in the process he explained in

atomic tasks 3 and 4. The worker takes the tools as per helpers instruction and

wants to con�rm if the process he is following is right, using the visual information

the helper answers the worker's question. The worker places the tools as per the
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helpers instructions.

(10) Helper provides an instruction to the worker to rotate the screw head in a clockwise

direction using the tools. The worker starts rotating the screw head in the clockwise

direction. While the worker acts, the helper provides a status of the workers action

to avoid any confusion to the worker; the worker gives an acknowledgment to this

information. While the worker continues acting on rotating the screw head, the

helper provides the information that the worker should elevate the jack until the tire

comes o� the ground. This message acts as an information cue to the worker, and

the worker responds with a verbal acknowledgment conveying the message that he

understood the information. This acknowledgment event by worker does not act an

information cue to another event by a helper, so there is no edge from this event to

a helper event.

(11) As the worker believes he the tire is o� the ground, he passes the knowledge to the

helper, the helper uses the visual information and decides that the current height of

the tire is not su�cient to remove it out and request the worker to rotate more. The

worker continues doing the action. When the helper believes that the tire reached

enough height from the ground, he requests the worker to stop elevating the jack;

the worker stops elevating the jack. The protocol completes with the grounding of

�nal instruction and execution of the instruction by the worker.
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Figure 5.13. Graphical representation of the car elevation protocol79



The event ows 14(a) 14(b) shows the protocol between the worker and the helper

for the same task shown in diagram 5.13.

(a) Car Elevation Task Event Flow - part 1 (b) Car Elevation Task Flow - part 2

Figure 5.14. Event ow of car elevation task

5.2.3. State Machines of the Helper, the Worker and the Collaboration

This section discusses states of the helper, the worker and the collaboration. I consider

an example protocol to discuss the state machines.

5.2.3.1. Collaboration state machine diagram

The collaboration of remote helper and worker consists of di�erent states. With the

input of helper, worker events the collaboration transitions from one state to another. This
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section discusses the states and state transitions of the collaboration. The collaboration

consists of the following states.

(1) Target reference: When the helper points to a target object using the laser pointer,

the collaboration transitions to this state.

(2) Target grounded: When the worker provides an acknowledgment conveying the

message that he is in common understanding with the helper on the target object,

the collaboration transitions to this state.

(3) Explanation: When the helper either describes an object in the task environment, or

a tool, or a process, the collaboration transitions to this state.

(4) Testing: When a helper explains a process, and the worker performs a test to make

sure if he is in common understanding with the helper, the collaboration transitions

to this state.

(5) Information Grounded: When the helper provides an acknowledgment to an expla-

nation installment of objects, tools, or a process by the helper, the collaboration

transitions to this state.

(6) Instruction: When the helper provides an instruction to the worker to perform an

action, the collaboration transitions to this state. The collaboration stays in this

state until it receives a response from the worker. Based on the response from the

helper, this state either transitions to another state or stays in the same state.

(7) Action: When the worker initiates an action in response to an instruction from the

helper, the collaboration transitions to this state.

(8) Question: When the worker raises a question either to an explanation installment or

an instruction from the helper, indicating that he is not in common understanding

with the helper, the collaboration transitions to this state.

(9) Completed: When the worker successfully executes all the required actions, the

collaboration transitions to this state.
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Figure 5.15. State machine diagram of the car elevation protocol82



5.2.3.2. Helper State Machine Diagram

With events by both helper and worker, the helper transitions between di�erent states.

In this example, the helper does not transition to Error state.

Figure 5.16. State machine diagram of the helper for the car elevation protocol
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5.2.3.3. Worker State Machine Diagram

With events by both helper and worker, the worker transitions between di�erent states.

In this example, the helper does not transition to Error state.

Figure 5.17. State machine diagram of the worker for the car elevation protocol
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5.2.4. Results

To study the remote-helper and worker protocol complexities and to analyze if a

remote-helper can guide a worker on a car elevation task with optimal protocol complexity, I

perform car elevation experiments with multiple subjects. In this section, I �rst presents the

demographic data of the subjects who participated in the experiments. In the later part of

this section, I discuss protocol complexity index of di�erent car elevation protocols. In rest

of the section, I compare the achieved protocol complexity values with optimal complexity

index to analyze if the protocols satisfy the objective.

Table 5.1. Demographics of subjects for car elevation protocol

Gender Age Group Number of subjects

Female 21 - 27 26

Male 21 - 31 33

I perform the car elevation protocols with subjects who have diverse driving experience

ranging from 0 to 8 years, with subjects who have and who do not have prior knowledge on

car elevation using a jack. The tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 show the demographic data of the

subjects on gender, years of experience and prior knowledge on car elevation.

Table 5.2. Driving experience of subjects

Gender 0 years < 1 year 1 - 3 years 4 - 6 years >6 years

Female 10 11 4 0 1

Male 4 11 9 5 4
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Table 5.3. Prior knowledge of subjects on car elevation for tire changing

Gender Have prior knowledge of car elevation Do not have prior knowledge of car elevation

Female 3 23

Male 12 21

Figure 5.18. prior knowledge of car elevation among subjects

5.2.4.1. Relationship Between Car Elevation Protocol Complexity and Time

I performed the car elevation protocol experiments with 59 subjects and obtained a

complexity value ranging between 77.916 and 284.012 bits and time ranging between 122 and

713 seconds. Generally, with an increase in complexity of a task, the time taken to complete it

also increases. To identify if the protocol complexity equation 6.1 applies to vehicle protocol,

I plot the relationship between protocol complexity and time taken for the protocol. As

seen in the graph 5.19, the time taken for the protocol increases linearly with its complexity.

To �nd the strength of the relation between PCI in bits and Time in seconds, I perform

regression analysis and obtains the below regression equation with P-value of 0.00001389
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and a standard error of 94.65 seconds. The P-value indicates a strong relation between Time

(T) and Protocol Complexity Index (PCI). This proves that protocol complexity equation can

be used for calculating protocol complexity of a vehicle protocol.

Figure 5.19. Relationship between protocol complexity index PCI and time consumed

by the protocol

To analyze the correlation between protocol complexity index (PCI) and Time statis-

tically, I performed a linear regression, which provides the following equation.

(5.3) T ime = 1:3214 � PCI + 186:92

In the scatter plot 5.19 for the relation between PCI and Time, majority of the data
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points are in the cluster of complexity range 112 -198 bits and time range 244-485 seconds.

A few data values are spread away from this cluster with the protocol complexity values

higher than normal for a few data points and time values higher for few other data points.

For studying the relation between these data points and demographic data, I plot the relation

between PCI, Time and Gender 5.20. The graph shows that among the data points that are

away from the cluster, majority of them are female subjects. Majority of them do not have

long term association with vehicles and have minimal knowledge on them. In the graph, blue

colored data points represent male subjects and orange colored data points represent female

subjects.

Figure 5.20. Distribution of protocol complexity index and time consumed by protocol

among male and female subjects
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I develop an equation for calculating optimal complexity index 6.2, this acts as a

baseline for comparing protocol complexity values and validating if a given protocol complexity

is optimal or not. The bar graph 5.21 shows a comparison between achieved and calculated

protocol complexity values. This comparison shows that if an achieved protocol complexity

is optimal or not. To study the impact of driving experience and achieving optimal protocol

complexity, I also include driving experience in the graph. The complexity values are sorted

based on the driving experience of subjects. In the above graph x-axis is the driving experience

and y-axis is the complexity values, blue bars indicate the experimental complexity and orange

bars indicate optimal complexity values. The graph shows that as driving experience increases,

the di�erence between actual complexity index and optimal complexity index reduces. The

graph shows no relation between driving experience and experimental protocol complexity

values. Car elevation protocol complexity is independent of a subjects driving experience.

Figure 5.21. Relation between a subject's driving experience, protocol complexity and

optimal protocol complexity
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In the bar graph 5.22, I group protocol complexity and optimal complexity values

of subjects of di�erent driving experience and provide average complexity values of each

group. In this graph, blue bars indicate experimental average complexity value and orange bars

indicate average optimal complexity value. As discussed, the di�erence between experimental

and optimal complexity values reduces with the increase in driving experience.

Figure 5.22. Relation between a subject's driving experience, average protocol com-

plexity and average optimal protocol complexity

To justify that the data set used for analyzing car elevation protocol complexity is

su�cient for the claims I make on the relation between achieved and optimal protocol com-

plexities, he plots a graph 5.23 that shows a cumulative average of protocol complexity index

values. The X-axis shows the number of subjects and the Y-axis shows the cumulative av-

erage for the given subjects. The above graph shows that after 40 subjects the average

complexity index settles down. For the number of subjects more than 40 the graph shows
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not much variation in the average complexity index.

Figure 5.23. Cumulative average of protocol complexity index among di�erent range

of subjects

I conduct a survey after the experiment to get feedback of subjects on the helper-

worker protocol. I select a youtube video on car jack elevation with the highest number of

views and shows that to all the subjects; I show the same video for all the subjects. The

survey requests the subjects to rate both the helper-worker protocol and youtube for eight

questions; these questions focus on the quality of the information and a subjects satisfaction

on task completion. The graph 5.24 represents a survey from �fty-nine subjects. The survey

results show that subjects feel that they require less mental e�ort, are less frustrated and less

confused during the task with CARE than with a youtube video. The subjects �nd it easy to
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complete the task with the help of CARE than just following a video. The subjects are more

con�dent that they can complete the task with the help of remote helper than following a

video. The subjects feel that the rate of success of the task will be more when done with the

support of CARE than done with the support of a video. The subjects recommend CARE to

a youtube video for completing car jack elevation task.

Figure 5.24. Post vehicle protocol survey results

5.3. Underneath Vehicle Inspection

Section 5.1 discusses the importance of under vehicle inspection for safety and security

purposes. For a regular a safety inspection, there are multiple checkpoints underneath the

vehicle, with the help of CARE a remote helper can inspect all the parts under the vehicle for

any damages.
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Security inspection of vehicles has become one of the security routines in human

life. At the hotels, airports, shopping malls or places with huge gathering, the security

inspector inspects vehicles thoroughly for any hidden explosives or weapons. With CARE, a

remote inspector can inspect the vehicles for threats keeping him at a safe distance from

the vehicles. The device can move around under the parked vehicles and make a thorough

inspection without delaying the tra�c for the inspection process. If equipped with image

detection capabilities this can be used to identify the weapons and generate an alarm. Below

pictures show a helpers view when using CARE for underneath vehicle inspection.

(a) Normal view of the cracks (b) Close up view of the cracks

Figure 5.25. Under-vehicle inspection of cracks

The helper can identify a crack in the bottom of the vehicle. An expert will be able

to identify the possibilities of it expanding and if it may cause damage to other parts or is it

safe to drive with the damages.
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(a) Normal view of the rusted part (b) Close up view of the rusted part

Figure 5.26. Under-vehicle inspection for rust

The helper identi�es rust over a welded part and zooms in to identify the level of

damage caused by the rust.

(a) Normal view of oil leaking part (b) Close up view of oil leaking part

Figure 5.27. Under-vehicle inspection of oil leaks

The helper identi�es oil leaks over some parts and zooms in to see any damages caused

or to identify the possible point of leaking.
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(a) Normal view of wheel parts (b) Close up view of wheel parts

Figure 5.28. Under-vehicle inspection of wheel

Wheel tie rods and screws joining di�erent parts are crucial for a wheels safety, the

helper pans the camera around di�erent joints and zooms in to identify any unscrewed screws.

Figure 5.29. Under-vehicle inspection of parts

The helper inspects di�erent pipes and their joints under the vehicle.
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5.4. Tire Depth Analysis

As discussed in the introduction chapter, worn out tires are more prone for blasts

causing crashes on roads. Tire depth analysis is crucial for a vehicles safety. Tire treads may

wear unevenly when the wheels are out of alignment the inner side of the tires wears out

more than the outer side; this usually goes unnoticed.

Using CARE, a remote mechanic can analyze the depth of the tires. Just by looking at

a tire through the video mechanic may not be able to judge the quality of the tire tread. With

edge detected images of the tires, the remote expert can better analyze the tread quality.

I perform Cannys edge detection over a set of worn-out and new tires. The two tires

can be di�erentiated based on their tread quality in the edge-detected images 5.30 5.33.

The tire with good tread has edges that are visible, and the worn-out tread has barely visible

edges.

Figure 5.30. Edge detection of tires [64]

I also analyze pixel intensities of a portion of the above two tires and plots graphs 5.31 5.34

of their pixel intensities against the number of pixels. An intensity of zero refers to black,

and an intensity of 255 refers to white colors. I use grayscale images of the same resolution

to analyze the pixel intensities.
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Figure 5.31. Portion of tires used for pixel intensity calculation

As observed in the pixel intensity graphs 5.32 5.35, new tread has more pixels within

0-100 range compared to worn-out tread. Which indicates that the new tread has more pixels

that are black colored compared to that of the worn-out tread.

Figure 5.32. Pixel intensities vs number of pixels
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Figure 5.33. Edge detection of tires

Figure 5.34. Portion of tires used for pixel intensity calculation

5.5. Summary

This chapter discusses the experiments and results of a remote-helper and worker

collaboration over a vehicle repair task. I performed experiments with 59 subjects over car

elevation task. The demographic data of the subjects include both male and female, age

group ranging between 21 and 31, driving experience ranging between 0 to 6 years. All the

subjects were able to successfully perform the car elevation task with the help of a remote-

helper, which involves utilizing di�erent tools and a procedure of multiple steps. The protocol

complexities achieved for all the subjects range between 77.916 and 284.012 bits and time

range between 122 and 713 seconds. A Major portion of the complexity values ranges between

112 and 198 bits and time range between 244 and 485 seconds. I found that the time values
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Figure 5.35. Pixel intensities vs number of pixels

spread out from the cluster utilized majority of the time on a particular physical activity,

this indicates that these subjects have less physical strength compared to other subjects.

The complexity values spread away from the cluster indicate that the subjects have no or

very minimal knowledge on the vehicles. The majority of the subjects with either time or

complexity values spread away from the cluster are females and have less than three years of

driving experience. The comparison of protocol complexity with related optimal complexity

values shows that majority of the subjects achieved complexity closer to the optimal value.

The survey results of all 59 subjects depict a strong satisfaction of the workers with the

services of a remote-helper when compared to a YouTube video. All these results strengthen

the hypothesis that with the help of a remote-helper, the workers can execute a physical task

with minimal di�culty.
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CHAPTER 6

HOME REPAIR PROTOCOL

6.1. Introduction

As per a home service marketplace report [38], homeowners pay between $182 and

$635 for hiring a handyman; the national average is $392. Sixty-four percent of the millennials

work on home projects by themselves when they think professionals are too expensive [39].

On an average, a homeowner in the United States spent $3,100 on home maintenance in

the year 2014 and six-times more on home improvement [39]. When homeowners perform

the repairs by themselves, due to lack of enough knowledge on the tasks they may end up

in causing further damages and spend even more on repairs. When the repair projects are

put o� due to expensive repairs, the problem may expand and cause further damages to

the house. Attending a home repair immediately and �xing it can save much money for the

homeowner. For critical and time sensitive repairs, if the owner can at least provide a �rst-aid

it can prevent further damages and save a huge amount of money. Not every homeowner has

an awareness of each repair, hiring an expert for on-site inspection and repairs even for minor

tasks can overburden the owner on house maintenance. Only an experienced professional has

the promptness and skill set in �xing or applying workarounds for a repair. A homeowner

cannot apply trial and error method to every problem; there are things where an error means

a lot of damage and a huge amount of money, the right skill set for �xing a problem is crucial.

For example, when a water pipe breaks in a house and the owner does not know how

to stop the water leak, if the owner waits until the plumber comes, the water pouring out

from the pipes will cause irreversible damage to the house, damaging all the walls and the

oor. For example, if a homeowner wants to adjust the temperature of his water heater

and if the owner may not have enough knowledge on that task, he ends up in paying a huge

amount of money for a plumber for an on-site visit to perform a small task. Moreover, the
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owner may end up in waiting for the plumber for multiple days.

A home repair involves multiple steps, which include troubleshooting and identi�cation

of cause for a problem, identify required material, tools to �x the issue and an e�cient way

to deal with it. Any false estimation or improper approach can increase both complexity and

cost of the repair.

There are di�erent categories of home repair which require basic skills to an expert level

on the task. The categories include plumbing, electricity, carpentry and appliance repairs.

Some repairs cannot wait, for example, plumbing leaks which seem minor can in no time

transform into a major problem damaging the walls and oors. Fixing the plumbing leaks

can save unnecessary water bills. Electrical issues if ignored can cause major damage to the

house.

There are di�erent categories of home repairs which require skills from a basic to an

expert level, and they require di�erent amounts of physical e�ort. Some home repairs require

very minimal skill set, which an owner can read a manual or follow a youtube video and do

it, one of such things is �xing a bulb. There a few things which require medium skills on

the task, these include installation of appliances and home repairs. Some repairs require high

skills and heavy physical work which include roof replacements, replacing a wall. For tasks

that require high skills and that involve heavy physical work, it is a good idea that nave owner

hires a professional to do it. Some owners may have these required skill sets and are ready for

the strenuous physical work, but often end up in confusion over di�erent things and require

an expert advice.

Be it technical assistance on �rst-aid for critical issues, performing a repair, trou-

bleshooting, identifying required material, a tutorial on the tools or for maintenance inspec-

tion, a house owner can avail the services of an expert anytime with the help of CARE.

I perform faucet repair experiments with multiple subjects to study the remote-helper

and worker protocol complexities. I compare the achieved protocol complexities with a base-
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line complexity index to analyze the objective that if a remote-helper can guide a worker

on a faucet repair task with optimal protocol complexity. In the next section, I explain the

faucet repair protocol, provides a snapshot of the faucet repair process and discusses the

methodology to analyze the complexity of the collaboration protocol.

6.2. Faucet Repair Protocol

Fixing a leaky faucet involves multiple steps if one performs this task without prior

knowledge they may cause damage to the faucet causing more water to leak. The worker

requires knowledge on tools to use, troubleshooting the problem, identifying the parts to be

replaced, removing the parts and placing the parts back in right order and orientation.

� Tools: There can be a variety of tools available, a worker tries to �x the problem

with the tools available to him. If the worker is unaware of the right tools to use,

it cause damage to the faucet parts. A faucet contains a few delicate parts which

should be handled carefully, improper handling may cause further damages.

� Knowledge of plumbing: As the worker deals with plumbing he should have enough

knowledge on precautionary steps which include shutting o� the valves before start-

ing the repair, knowledge, and promptness on handling any unexpected damage

during the repair.

� Process: Fixing a leaky faucet involves multiple steps, troubleshooting and identifying

the problem, the sequence of steps for removing the parts of the faucet, identifying

the parts to be replaced, knowledge of order and orientation of parts while putting

back the parts.

Using CARE the remote helper fetches the required information of the workers environment,

and with the help of voice communication and gestures, he provides a step-by-step instruction

to the worker. The sets of requests and responses between the helper and worker are called a

protocol. This protocol is crucial to the success of collaboration, optimally complex protocol

means a highly e�cient protocol. In the next section, I provide a few snapshots of the faucet
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repair protocol helper, worker and in the later part of this section, I discuss the methodology

for analyzing the complexity of this protocol.

In the following snapshots of faucet repair protocol, the left side image shows the

view from worker's task area and the right side images shows the view of the remote helper

through CARE.

Figure 6.1. Remote helper explaining to the worker how to use the wrench tool.

Figure 6.2. Remote helper inspecting di�erent sizes of hex keys available and instruct-

ing the worker to pick a specif hex key.
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Figure 6.3. Remote helper pointing at a screw using the laser pointer and instructing

the worker to unscrew it.

Figure 6.4. Worker unscrewing a screw using a screw driver with instruction from

remote helper.

Figure 6.5. Remote helper pointing at the catridge nut using the laser pointer and

instructing the worker to unscrew it.
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Figure 6.6. Remote helper using the laser pointer to guide the worker the direction

to rotate the wrench to unscrew the nut.

Figure 6.7. Remote helper using the laser pointer to point the tool to the worker to

use for pulling the cartridge out of the faucet.

Figure 6.8. Remote helper using the laser pointer to instruct the worker the proper

way to hold the cartridge and pull it out.
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Figure 6.9. Worker pulling out the cartridge out of the faucet by following the remote

helper's instructions.

Figure 6.10. Remote helper using the laser pointer and instructing the worker the

right alingment of the new cartridge into the faucet.

Figure 6.11. Remote helper using the laser pointer to guide the worker the direction

to rotate the wrench to screw the nut.
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6.2.1. Analyzing Complexity of Faucet Repair Protocol

Using the protocol complexity theory discussed in Chapter 4, one can analyze the

complexity of the faucet repair protocol. When the helper provides an instruction and worker

understand it and executes it correctly, then the complexity of that instruction and response is

minimal, but if the worker requires additional information or executes the instruction wrongly,

then its complexity is not minimal. I discuss a similar approach in the protocol complexity

theory.

I represent helper-worker protocol as a graph with vertices and edges. The vertices

represent the instructions, actions, acknowledgments or questions of both helper, worker, and

edges represent signals of information, where an instruction of a helper acts as an information

signal to the worker, and a response by a worker acts as a cue to the helper. By calculating

the complexity of this structure, a representation of the protocol gives the complexity of the

protocol.

Protocol complexity index is given by

(6.1) PCI =

K∑
i=1

ICi log2 ICi

The complexity of the faucet repair protocol depends on multiple factors, the e�ciency

of the device, prior knowledge of the worker, comprehensive capability of the worker. So,

every helper-worker combination of the protocol will have a di�erent complexity value. Each

helper-worker combination may have minimum possible complexity considering the all the

factors inuencing its complexity. To �nd the optimal possible complexity for a protocol, we

use the complexity minimization function discussed in the protocol complexity theory chapter.

Optimal protocol complexity index is given by

(6.2)

M∑
i=1

[2Ni log2 2Ni ] + 2K + (2L� 1) log2(2L� 1)
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6.2.2. Modeling Faucet Repair Protocol

I follow the methodology of modeling a helper-worker protocol discussed in chapter 4

to model the faucet repair protocol. A vertex represents an event either by a helper or a

worker, and an edge represents an information cue generated by each event. In this section,

I provide the graph representation of the faucet repair protocol. I fragment the events and

information cues into atomic tasks, the number of each list item represents the number of

each atomic task.

(1) When the helper provides a lengthy explanation of an object or a process to the

worker he divides it into installments and establishes grounding with the worker

for every installment of the explanation. Helper explains tool 1, provides the �rst

installment and when the worker provides an acknowledgment indicating that he

understood the �rst step of explanation, the helper continues with the second in-

stallment after he establishes grounding for the second installment he moves to the

next atomic task.

(2) The helper explains tool 2, and after receiving an acknowledgment from the worker,

indicating the grounding between them, he moves to the next atomic task.

(3) The helper provides an explanation of tool 3, he again divides it into installments and

establishes grounding with the worker for every installment, during the explanation,

the helper points at speci�c part of the tool and asks the worker if he can see the

laser after receiving an acknowledgment he continues with the explanation. After

completing the explanation of tool 3 and establishing grounding, he moves to next

atomic task.

(4) The helper explains another tool in similar to atomic tasks 1 and 2

(5) Helper requests worker to move a speci�c tool to a designated location, he conveys

the location information by pointing with the laser, the request of helper acts as an

information cue to the worker, and the worker moves the tool to requested location.
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Using the visual information the helper knows from the workers action that the

worker understood his instruction and moves to the next atomic task.

(6) The helper points at a tool and asks the worker if he can see the laser after the

worker provides an acknowledgment, the helper knows that the worker can see the

laser pointer and proceeds with next atomic task.

(7) Helper requests the worker to pull a tool out of the tool set when the worker tries to

pull the tool out of the set; the helper uses the visual information to know that the

worker is struggling with the way to pull the tool out. The helper provides information

to the worker on how to pull the tool out. Using the mid-action information, the

worker completes the requested action. Seeing the worker completing the action,

the helper moves to the next atomic task.

(8) The helper points at the cap of a faucet and asks the worker if he can see the laser

and the cap on the faucet. As the worker provides an acknowledgment indicating

that he can see the laser and cap, the helper moves to the next atomic task.

(9) The helper requests the worker to pull the cap out; the worker pulls the cap out. As

the grounding is established and the worker completed the action successfully, the

helper moves to next atomic task.

(10) The helper divides the instruction with explanation to installments and grounds it

with the worker; the helper requests the worker to unscrew the screw, the worker

unscrews it successfully. With the visual information, the helper knows that worker

has completed the action successfully and moves to next atomic task.

(11) The helper requests the worker to pull a handle out; the worker performs the action

successfully. Helper moves to next atomic task.

(12) The helper points at the screwdriver and asks the worker to take the tool; the worker

takes the tool.

(13) The helper points at a screw and requests the worker to unscrew the screw, the
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worker completes the action successfully.

(14) The helper points at the cap on the faucet and asks the worker if he can see both

the cap the helper is pointing. The worker provides an acknowledgment indicating

that he can see the cap what the helper is referring.

(15) Helper requests the worker to pull the cap out; worker completes the action suc-

cessfully.

(16) Helper points at a nut on the faucet and requests the worker to unscrew the nut,

the worker starts unscrewing the nut. While the worker is unscrewing the nut, the

helper provides mid-action information of the positioning of the tool on the nut, the

direction of rotating the tool to unscrew the nut and use hands to rotate the nut

after it loosens.

(17) The helper asks the worker to pull the cartridge out; the worker completes the action

successfully.

(18) The helper points at the new cartridge and requests the worker to insert the cartridge

into the faucet. The helper provides an explanation of the process of inserting the

cartridge; he divides the explanation of the process into installments and grounds

each installment with the worker. The worker completes the action successfully.

(19) The helper asks the worker to insert the nut; the worker raises a question, this acts

as information to the helper that worker did not understand the instruction and

grounding is not established, the provides further explanation of the instruction, the

worker then completes the action successfully.

(20) The helper points at a tool and asks the worker to use the tool and tighten the nut

on the faucet. The worker completes the action successfully.

(21) The helper asks the worker to put the cap on the faucet; the worker completes the

action successfully.

(22) The helper points at a screw and asks the worker to insert the screw on the faucet,
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the helper uses the laser to point at the location where the worker should insert the

screw. The worker performs the action successfully.

(23) The helper asks the worker to tighten the screw; the worker completes the action.

(24) The helper points at a cap on the faucet and asks the worker to hold the cap and

rotate the cartridge in a clockwise direction. The helper uses the laser pointer to

shows the direction in which the worker should rotate the cartridge. The worker

completes the action successfully.

(25) The helper asks the worker to put the handle on top on the cartridge; the worker

completes the action successfully.

(26) The helper asks the worker to insert the screw; the worker completes the action.

(27) The helper asks the worker to rotate the handle to test the quality of the task

completed, the worker turns the handle, and everything works as expected and helper

moves towards the �nal instruction of the task.

(28) The helper asks the worker to put the cap on the faucet, and the worker completes

the action successfully.
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Figure 6.12. Graphical representation of the faucet repair protocol112



The event ow 13(a) 13(b) 13(c) 13(d) shows the protocol between the worker and

the helper for the same task shown in diagram 6.12.

6.2.3. State Machines of the Helper, the Worker and the Collaboration

This section discusses states of the helper, the worker and the collaboration. I consider

an example protocol to discuss the state machines.

6.2.3.1. Collaboration state machine

The collaboration of remote helper and worker consists of di�erent states. With the

input of helper, worker events the collaboration transitions from one state to another. This

section discusses the states and state transitions of the collaboration. The collaboration

consists of the following states.

(1) Target Reference: When the helper points to a target object using the laser pointer,

the collaboration transitions to this state.

(2) Target Grounded: When the worker provides an acknowledgment conveying the

message that he is common understanding with the helper on the target object, the

collaboration transitions to this state.

(3) Explanation: When the helper either describes an object in the task environment, or

a tool, or a process, the collaboration transitions to this state.

(4) Testing: When a helper explains a process, and the worker performs a test to make

sure if he is in common understanding with the helper, the collaboration transitions

to this state.

(5) Information Grounded: When the helper provides an acknowledgment to an expla-

nation installment of objects, tools, or a process by the helper, the collaboration

transitions to this state.

(6) Instruction: When the helper provides an instruction to the worker to perform an

action, the collaboration transitions to this state. The collaboration stays in this
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state until it receives a response from the worker. Based on the response from the

helper, this state either transitions to another state or stays in the same state.

(7) Action: When the worker initiates an action in response to an instruction from the

helper, the collaboration transitions to this state.

(8) Question: When the worker raises a question either to an explanation installment or

an instruction from the helper, indicating that he is not in common understanding

with the helper, the collaboration transitions to this state.

(9) Completed: When the worker successfully executes all the required actions, the

collaboration transitions to this state.
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Figure 6.14. State machine diagram of the faucet repair protocol115



6.2.3.2. The Helper State Machine

With events by both helper and worker, the helper transitions between di�erent states.

In this example, the helper does not transition to Error state.

Figure 6.15. State machine diagram of the helper for the faucet repair protocol

6.2.3.3. The Worker State Machine

With events by both helper and worker, the worker transitions between di�erent states.

In this example, the helper does not transition to Error state.
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Figure 6.16. State machine diagram of the worker for the faucet repair protocol

6.2.4. Results

To study the remote-helper and worker protocol complexities and to analyze if a

remote-helper can guide a worker on a faucet repair task with optimal protocol complexity, I

perform faucet repair experiments with multiple subjects. In this section, I �rst present the

demographic data of the subjects who participated in the experiments. In the later part of

this section, I discuss protocol complexity index of di�erent faucet repair protocols. In rest

of the section, I compare the achieved protocol complexity values with optimal complexity

index to analyze if the protocols satisfy the objective.

Table 6.1. Demographics of subjects for faucet repair protocol

Gender Age Group Number of subjects

Female 21 - 24 7

Male 21 - 29 23
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Table 6.2. Prior knowledge of subjects on faucet repair

Gender Have prior knowledge of faucet repair Do not have prior knowledge of faucet repair

Female 0 7

Male 6 17

6.2.4.1. Faucet Repair Protocol Complexities

I perform the faucet repair protocol experiments with 30 subjects and obtains a com-

plexity value ranging between 171.97 and 466.35 bits and time ranging between 404 and 865

seconds.To identify if the protocol complexity equation 6.1 applies to vehicle protocol, I plot

the relationship between protocol complexity and time taken for the protocol. As seen in the

graph 6.17, the time taken for the protocol increases linearly with its complexity. To �nd

the strength of the relation between PCI in bits and Time in seconds, I perform regression

analysis and obtains the below regression equation with P-value of 0.0002379 and a standard

error of 105.66 seconds. The P-value indicates a strong relation between Time (T) and

Protocol Complexity Index (PCI). This proves that protocol complexity equation can be used

for calculating protocol complexity of a vehicle protocol.

(6.3) T ime = 1:4111 � PCI + 247:4351

I discuss the model for calculating optimal complexity index in the chapter 4, this

acts as a baseline for comparing protocol complexity values and validating if a given protocol

complexity is optimal or not. The bar graph 6.18 shows a comparison between achieved and

calculated protocol complexity values. This comparison shows that if an achieved protocol

complexity is optimal or not. In the graph y-axis is the complexity values in bits, blue bars

indicate the experimental complexity and orange bars indicate optimal complexity values.
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In similar to the vehicle protocol experiment, I conducted a survey after the experiment

to get feedback of subjects on the helper-worker protocol. I selected a youtube video on faucet

repair and shows that to all the subjects; I showed the same video for all the subjects. The

survey requests the subjects to rate both the helper-worker protocol and youtube for eight

questions; these questions focus on the quality of the information and a subjects satisfaction

on task completion. The below graph represents a survey of thirty subjects. The survey

results show that subjects feel that they require less mental e�ort, are less frustrated and less

confused during the task with CARE than with a youtube video. The subjects �nd it easy to

complete the task with the help of CARE than just following a video. The subjects are more

con�dent that they can complete the task with the help of remote helper than following a

video. The subjects feel that the rate of success of the task will be more when done with

the help of CARE than done with the help of a video. The subjects recommend CARE to a

youtube video for completing car jack elevation task.

6.3. Summary

This chapter discusses a home repair task experiments and results; I performed a faucet

repair task with 30 subjects. The subjects include both male and females with age ranging

between 21 and 29. In the experiments, a remote-helper guides the workers over a faucet

repair task using the CARE. The protocol complexities achieved by the workers range between

171.97 and 466.35 bits and time range between 404 and 865 seconds. When compared the

achieved complexities with the calculated optimal complexities, the majority of the subjects

achieved complexity values closer to the optimal value. The post-task survey for comparison

between remote-helper and a YouTube indicates a strong satisfaction of the workers with the

remote-helper guiding them than a prerecorded video. The results strengthen the hypothesis

that a remote helper will be able to successfully guide the workers in performing a physical

task with minimal di�culty.
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(a) Home Repair Event Flow - part 1 (b) Home Repair Event Flow - part 2

(c) Home Repair Event Flow - part 3 (d) Home Repair Event Flow - part 4

Figure 6.13. Event ow of home repair task
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Figure 6.17. Relationship between protocol complexity index PCI and time consumed

by the protocol
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Figure 6.18. Relationship between protocol complexity index PCI and optimal protocol

complexity OPCI for each protocol
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Figure 6.19. Post task survey results for the faucet repair protocol
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CHAPTER 7

REMOTE ASSISTANCE FOR ELDERLY IN MEDICATION MANAGEMENT

7.1. Introduction

According to U.S Census Bureau 2015 National Population Projections [13], the

United States will experience considerable growth of population aged 65 years and over at

56.4 million by 2020, 65.9 million by 2025 and 98.1 million by 2060. The projections estimate

48.7% increase in the population of age group 65 and over by 2060 when compared to the

estimates of 2015.

With aging the ability to remain independent gets complicated, poor vision, inability

to read and memory loss become predominant, and with complicated health conditions a

regular treatment is essential. In healthcare, the role of appropriate medication is crucial, as

people age the probability of a physician prescribing multiple medications increases. According

to a medicine safety report by P�zer [61], age-related changes in the heart, kidneys, liver

and central nervous system make older adults more vulnerable to overdose and side e�ects.

Medication safety reports [61], [58] convey that the elderly patients can be more prone to

drug interactions.

� Drug-drug interactions: These happen when two or more medicines react with each

other. These interactions can nullify another drug or make it stronger. These can

be prescription medicines, over the counter medicines or vitamins. One has read to

the labels of the medicines thoroughly for information on dosage and potential side

e�ects.

� Drug-condition interactions: These can happen when medical condition of the con-

sumer can make certain drugs harmful. With high blood pressure or asthma, a nasal

decongestant can cause unwanted reactions [58].

� Drug-food interactions: Drug and food interactions can happen when a drug re-
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acts with food or drinks. For example, one should not take grapefruit juice with

some blood pressure lowering medicines and should avoid dairy products with some

antibiotics and antifungal medicines [61].

� Drug-alcohol interactions: These interactions happen when a drug interacts with

an alcoholic drink. Alcohol interactions with medications may cause headaches,

fainting, and changes in blood pressure. These interactions may also increase the

risk of liver damage, heart problems, and depression [78].

FDA recommends [58] tracking medication history including prescriptions, over-the-

counter, vitamins, herbals and showing this to the doctor and other health care professionals

when the patient sees them.

According to Hughes, Ronda G., Karen Dorman Marek, and Lisa Antle [52], older

adults prescribed with more than �ve drugs be more likely to visit the emergency within six

months, due to lack of proper medication management. Older adults who are living alone are

more susceptible to medication errors because there is no one to assist, monitor or remind

them of medication.

Hughes et al. [52] state that multiple studies have found 30 to 66 percent of discrep-

ancies in medications prescribed and consumed by the older adults. As per a study of elderly

patients discharged from hospital found 64% taking at least one medicine not prescribed,

73% failed to use at least one medicine according to instructions, and 32% were not taking

all medicines prescribed.

With all the aging complications medication self-management is becoming a challenge

for older adults, which in fact is leading to additional health issues. Hiring an on-site caretaker

is very expensive. Moreover, a hired caretaker may not be able to associate the elderly all day

long. If a remote caretaker can assist the elderly in the absence of the on-site caretaker or

replace an on-site caretaker, lot many elderly can avail these services at any time of the day.

CARE can facilitate a remote caretaker to associate the elderly and help guide them in their
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tasks.

7.2. Related Work

Hayakawa, M., Y. Uchimura, K. Omae, K. Waki, H. Fujita, and K. Ohe [37], proposes

a smartphone-based medication self-management application that could provide medication

history of the patients and provide reminders about medication. The application uses the

patients smartphone to display the medication history, prescriptions, adherence rate infor-

mation, number of remaining tablets. The application establishes a communication system

between the pill box and smartphone through Bluetooth that would send reminders and pills

information to the smartphone. If the patient does not take the medication on time, it sends

a voice or vibration reminder to the patients smartphone. When the patient takes the medi-

cation but not on time, the older adult has to enter the record to the smartphone manually.

The authors also propose a medicine identi�cation system based on a 2D barcode on the

prescription, when the patient reads the barcode on the prescription with a smartphone, the

application displays an image of the medicine on the phone screen. The authors have per-

formed a study on ten patients with a mean age of 57.3 years; they identi�ed that not all

the reminders were e�ective as the patients have been away from a smartphone or could not

hear the sound of reminders. One of the major problems with medication for older adults is

reminders and identi�cation of medicines, this application makes an attempt to work on the

crucial problems but does not consider the capabilities of elderly in handling this technology,

the reminders often go unnoticed. Identi�cation of medicine is a challenge, as this applica-

tion requires the prescription in hand to know what medicine to take at a given time. Owing

to increase in memory loss among older adults this application does not prove to serve the

elderly e�ciently.

Prakash, Aravind, Jenay M. Beer, Travis Deyle, C-A. Smarr, Ti�any L. Chen, Tracy L.

Mitzner, Charles C. Kemp, and Wendy A. Rogers [65] performed a study on assessing robots

compliance with older adults in medication management. They have utilized RFID tags for
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robots to identify medicines and people. Robots search for medicines using RFID tags on

the bottles, acquire them and approach the older adults using the RFID tags they carried.

They interviewed the participants after robots have delivered them the medicines, and they

found that the adults preferred robot assistance on reminding them to take medications but

preferred human assistance in deciding which medication to take. The process involved in this

technology so complex that the elderly cannot handle it themselves, as the survey suggests

older adults are not con�dent in decisions made by a robot on which medicine to consume.

7.3. Application

For a remote caretaker to help the elderly in managing their medication, he requires a

mechanism for reading the medication information. Using the CARE, the remote caretaker

can move around and fetch the medicine information by visually inspecting the medicines.

One should inspect the ingredients, and expiry date of the medicine before consuming. For

the caretaker to visually inspect and fetch the speci�cations of the medicine may be hard

as the text is �ne printed and requires multiple iterations of inspection. A barcode reader

application on the CARE can facilitate fetching of all required information on the medicine.

The remote caretaker can read the barcode and fetch medicine information from the database;

the application displays the information on the caretakers dashboard.

There are two types of barcodes Universal Product Code (UPC) and European Arti-

cle Number (EAN); GS1, is a Global Standards international organization that develops and

maintains the standards of barcodes. The barcodes are usually in one or two dimensions. The

one-dimensional barcodes carry a GS1 company pre�x that identi�es the company that man-

ufactured the product and a serial number that identi�es the product. The two-dimensional

barcodes look like squares or rectangles that hold a signi�cant amount of information. Data-

matrix is the most commonly used two-dimensional barcode.

The one-dimensional barcodes 7.1 do not carry expiration dates and usually have the

same serial number for the same batch of a product. With medicines having these barcodes, it
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requires a local database that includes mapping between the serial number in the barcode and

speci�cations of the medicine. The barcode reading application can read the serial number

of the barcode, make a lookup in the local database and present detailed information on the

medicine to the remote caretaker.

Figure 7.1. Linear barcode

The two-dimensional datamatrix barcode 7.2 carries signi�cantly more information; its

size depends on the amount of information encoded on it. This barcode includes Application

Identi�ers (AI) which de�ne the meaning of the format of data that follows it, GTIN, Batch

or Lot Number, Production Date, Best Before Date, Expiration Date, Serial Number have 01,

10, 11, 15, 17, 21 as their application identi�ers respectively [33]. The bene�t of datamatrix

barcode is, it does not require a custom database of the medicine information mapped with

serial numbers, as the one-dimensional barcode application requires. The datamatrix provides

the expiration date from the encoded information, and with the globally available database,

the application uses the serial number of the medicine to fetch the speci�cations.
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Figure 7.2. 2D Datamatrix barcode

Figure 7.3. Architecture of the barcode reading application

The �gures 7.4 7.5 shows the helper's controller view while reading one dimensional

and two dimensional barcodes on medicine bottles.

A record of time and frequency of consumption of medicines plays a crucial role in

tracking the health of an older adult. This information helps physicians in the treatment.
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Figure 7.4. Remote caretaker reading linear barcode on the medicine bottles; Medicine

information is shown in bottom half of the controlboard

With the CARE, the remote caretaker can log and maintain a record of time and name of

the medicine consumed. List of all medicines consumed by a person can help the physicians

diagnose health problems or plan further treatment. With the log of medicines consumed,

the remote caretaker can maintain a clear record of all the medication activities by the elderly.

7.4. Summary

This chapter discussed remote elderly care, where a remote caretaker can help the

elderly in identifying the medication and maintaining medication records. The existing smart-

phone based reminders and robot assistance has no manual monitoring, with the aging compli-

cations these applications cannot provide the required care. With the help of cyberhandyman,

a remote caretaker can read barcode labels on medicine bottles and extract the information

of the medicines which include the medicine name, expiry, composition, dosage. This in-
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Figure 7.5. Remote caretaker reading 2D datamatrix barcode on the medicine bottles;

Medicine information is shown in bottom half of the controlboard

formation helps a remote caretaker to guide an older adult on their medication and keep a

record of the timings and dosage of the medication.
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CHAPTER 8

ACCESS CONTROL AUTHORIZATION

8.1. Introduction

In the infrastructure chapter, I discuss the CARE device and its capability of advancing

human capabilities. This device is capable of mediating between a remote helper and worker

collaborating over a physical task. To help the worker in performing the task, the helper ac-

cesses and uses multiple resources of the device from a remote location . Hardware resources

of the device include a video camera, microphone, laser pointer, wheels for mobility, servos

for the camera and laser movements. By controlling these resources from a remote location,

the helper can fetch required information of worker's task environment and provide necessary

instructions to him. As authorized usage of these resources provides a huge bene�t, similarly,

unauthorized usage will cause a huge damage to privacy of the worker, as some of these

resources generate sensitive information of the worker's environment and his activites.

The device is internet connected, which provides a scope for malicious users to discover

and gain unauthorized control of the device. These malicious users can steal con�dential data

stored on the device, stream private video and eavesdrop on personal conversations of the

resource owner. Loss of privacy of the worker or resource owner is not essentially caused only

by an unauthenticated malicious user, even an authenticated user may cause loss of privacy

to the worker.

An authenticated user may fetch information from the resources not required for

the task execution and misuse it, which the worker will not even be able to notice. The

damage caused to the worker through an unauthenticated user and an authenticated user is

no di�erent.

Privacy of the worker can be preserved by controlling the access to the resources in

addition to user authentication. This chapter provides an architecture for implementing access
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control authorization of the resources of the CARE device; only an appropriate authorization

mechanism can protect the privacy of the resource owners.

8.2. Background

In access control, there are three di�erent stages, identi�cation, authentication and

authorization.

� Identi�cation: Identi�cation is a process of establishing a subjects identity. When a

user tries to access a computer application, the application does not know who the

user is, so the user has to declare his identity. Declaring a users identity is similar to

providing a username to a computer application.

� Authentication: Authentication is a method of proving the subjects identity. When

a user has claimed him to be some person, he has to prove this to the computer

system that he is the person whom he is claiming to be, not someone else. Proving

a users claim is similar to providing a password to the computer application after a

user has provided a username.

� Authorization: Validating the rights to access the requested resources. After a

user has successfully authenticated him to a computer application, the application

controls his access to the resources on the system based on the rights he has. In a

domain environment, the rights will be decided by the domain administrator.

The above three steps take place not only in the digital world but also in the physical

world. We come through these steps of identi�cation, authentication, and authorization in

our daily lives, mostly in the places where access is not universally open, could it be attending

a private event, going to a bar, borrowing books from a library.

To provide access control authorization to CARE resources, all the three stages identi-

�cation, authentication, and authorization are essential. The control system should identify if

the remote helper has the skill set required by the worker and authenticate if he is a legitimate

user through a trusted third-party and authorize the remote helper only for required resources
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and period. This chapter focuses majorly on the authorization phase of access control; next

section discusses widely used access control models.

8.2.1. Common Access Control Mechanism

� Access control lists: This mechanism attaches a list of access rights to an object.

In a �lesystem, ACL is a data structure where it speci�es access rights to an object

per user or a group of users; these rights typically include read, write or execute

permissions. In networking, the ACLs are used to control tra�c to a computer

hardware; they are �ltered based on the IP addresses, port numbers or protocols [17]

� Role-based access control: This control mechanism makes access decisions based on

the roles individual users have within an organization and based on the organizations

security policies. An administrator manages and assigns security policies to roles and

assign these roles to users [69] .

� Attribute-based access control: Access rights to users are granted based on discrete

attributes, the system uses values of attributes associated with the user, environ-

ment, resource while making a control decision. One of the major advantages of

this mechanism is the system need not know the requester as long as the attributes

the requester provides meet the criteria the system grants access [40].

These mechanisms are widespread among centralized and organized computer

environments, where rules are prede�ned, users bucketed into prede�ned policies and

where users have trusted identities. All these mechanisms work only in a centralized

environment where there exist precon�gured elements as part of a domain system

or where users hold prede�ned identities in an organization. This limitation deprives

these mechanisms from being used in distributed environments like Internet of Things

(IoT) and where dynamic authorization is required.
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8.3. Requirements for Safeguarding Resources on CARE

The motive of this chapter is to develop a mechanism for protecting resources of CARE

from unauthorized access. The proposed authorization mechanism should not diminish any

functionality of the device and at the same time it should not compromise on the security.

This section discusses the requirements to protect privacy of the worker.

Table 8.1. Authorization requirements

Security requirement Description

Protect resources

from unauthorized

access

When CARE does not have any security mechanism to protect its re-

sources, a malicious user can access and exploit the resources, causing

loss of privacy to the worker. With multiple resources, sensors which

can fetch crucial information of the owner, servo units which can control

movements of resources and the device itself, the device requires a se-

curity mechanism to protect its resources from unauthorized access and

preserve privacy of the user.

Continued on next page
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Table 8.1 { Continued

Security requirement Description

Resources to be pro-

tected (1) Camera: Through which a user can access and stream video of

the location of the device. Moreover, various other capabilities

associated with this camera include

� Video streaming

� Zoom in/out of the video feed

� Capturing pictures

� The degree of movement, where the user can control pan-

ning and tilting of the camera to fetch video of the sur-

roundings.

(2) Laser: Using which a user can use it to point at targets

� Turning ON/OFF of the laser

� Degree of movement, where a user can control movements

of the laser in left, right, up and down directions to point

at targets

(3) Microphone: Using which a user can listen to conversations of

the resource owner

(4) Wheels: Where a user can control movements of the CARE

device and move it to a required location.

Continued on next page
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Table 8.1 { Continued

Security requirement Description

Establish dynamic au-

thorization of users

As the workers will be using the device to get help from remote helpers,

they may approach a di�erent helper each time they are in need. Con�g-

uring every helper as a user of the device is not possible, with the available

resources on the device and level of technical expertise of a worker. A

dynamic authorization mechanism is essential where no user con�guration

on the device and no time-consuming process is required before getting

help from the helper.

Restrict access only to

authorized resources

When a helper is authorized to access CARE, he should be restricted to

resources what is only needed and what is authorized by the worker.

Restrict access only to

authorized time

A helper who gained access to resources on the device should be allowed

to access those resources only to the period authorized by the worker.

Authorize users for in-

put and output con-

strained devices

The security mechanism used for the authorization should authorize users

even on input and output constrained devices, where the worker will not

be able to enter any input or get any information on a screen.

Revoke access to re-

sources

Worker should be able to revoke access to the client for his resources if

he notices any malicious or conict of interest activity.

Renew access to re-

sources

Remote helper should be able to renew access to the resources with

minimal e�ort when the authorized time expires.

Minimal workload on

the worker

The security mechanism should consider technical capabilities of the

worker and induce minimal workload on the worker.

8.4. Related Work

Seitz, Ludwig, Gran Selander, and Christian Gehrmann [70] proposes a framework that

allows access control of the devices with limited processing power and memory. To deal with
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the control decisions, the authors have utilized XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup

Language), a control policy language and a processing model used to evaluate access requests

based on the rules de�ned in control policies. With XACML policies being too heavy for the

constrained devices to process they have utilized an external engine for authorization decision

process. As part of the resultant framework, the users have to acquire an authorization

assertion and a cryptographic key to access the device. Authorization Engine is responsible

for accepting assertion requests from users, validating them against the control policies and

grant or deny access. If the user is authorized, the AE returns an assertion and a device key

to the user. To access the device, the user sends a CoAP request with the assertion, the

device veri�es the assertion and compares the access rights authorized in the assertion with

the actual request and local conditions, upon the success of all veri�cations, the device grants

the resources. This framework focuses on a user gaining access to resources on a device,

through this process a user can gain access at any time by fetching an assertion from the

authorization engine. The proposed framework �ts a use case when a user accesses resources

on a device without knowledge or consent from the resource owner, and it does not cause

loss of security or privacy. As discussed in the requirements for establishing access control

authorization for CARE, if a client can access resources without the consent of resource

owner it may cause loss of privacy to the owner.

Gusmeroli, Sergio, Salvatore Piccione, and Domenico Rotondi [34] have developed a

capability-based access control system to manage access control to information and services.

In a capability-based authorization model, the capabilities (also referred as keys) references

an object with a set of access rights; these capabilities are used by the users or user programs

to access the objects. Compared to the existing capability based security, the authorization

model proposed by Gusmeroli et al. [34] provides additional features that include delegation

support, capability revocation, and information granularity. Their approach has also focused

on the principle of least authority, a mechanism to provide access to minimal resources, which
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is a major drawback in existing RBAC and ABAC models.This capability based access control

uses a capability token for granting a client access to owners resources. A malicious user can

gain access to the token, impersonate the client get access to the resources on behalf of the

client. This approach does not authenticate the client who is gaining access to resources using

the token, which can provide scope for man-in-the-middle attacks and client impersonation.

Zhang, Rui, Yanchao Zhang, and Kui Ren [82] develops a distributed privacy preserved

access control mechanism for sensor networks. In this model, users willing to access the

sensors purchase tokens from network owner, then the user uses those tokens to query data

from the sensor nodes, the sensor nodes validate the tokens before responding with the

requested data. The paper also explains a distributed token reuse detection system that can

detect reused tokens. This model focuses on preserving the identity of the user and the data

they have requested from the sensor nodes. The token generation includes a blind signature

which prevents from revealing the identity of the token holder. Through this mechanism a

user can purchase token as getting access to a resource, the tokens do not provide a speci�c

scope or time of access to the resources. A client can gain access to the resources at any

time and to any granularity of a resource. The approach can cause loss of privacy in case of

the CARE device, where the time of access and the scope plays a crucial role in protecting

the owners privacy.

Hardt, Dick [36] develops an IETF RFC 6749 for OAuth 2.0 Authorization Framework.

This framework is designed to enable a third-party application to obtain limited access to the

restricted resources on behalf of the resource owner. In a traditional client-server scenario, to

provide authentication to third-party applications, the owner shares his credentials, this is not

a secured way of third party authorization as it creates privacy and security issues. Instead

of using resource owners credentials to gain access, third party applications obtain an access

token with speci�c scope and lifetime. These access tokens are issued to third-party clients by

an authorization server with the approval of the resource owner. This authorization framework
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satis�es the requirements of resource authorization for CARE. The following section discusses

OAuth2.0 protocol and its existing scienti�c applications in detail.

8.5. OAUTH2.0 Protocol

OAuth2.0 protocol provides a token based authorization framework. Figure 8.1 shows

work ow of this protocol, there are four roles in an OAuth protocol interaction. A client

is a user or application requesting access to protected resources. A resource owner is the

owner of the resources and the one capable of granting access to protected resources. An

authorization server is a server issuing access tokens to clients. A resource server is a server

hosting the protected resources.

Figure 8.1. OAuth protocol ow

� A client requests the resource owner via authorization server for authorization to

access the protected resources.

� Client application redirects the web page to the authorization server for getting

authorization from resource owner.
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� Authorization server authenticates resource owner and asks for a consent approving

access to stated resources.

� Once resource owner approves the request, the client receives an authorization grant

for his request.

� The client authenticates itself to the authorization server and presents the autho-

rization grant it received from the resource owner and requests for an access token.

� The authorization server then validates the authorization grant and if valid generates

an access token.

� The client presents access token and requests the resource server for access to the

protected resources.

� Resource server validates the access token and if valid grants access to the resources.

8.5.1. Tokens and Client Registration

� Access token: This is a string with credentials to access the protected resources.

These tokens include scope and duration of access. These scopes are space-delimited

and case-sensitive strings. If the scope contains multiple space-delimited strings,

each string adds value in the scope �eld.

� Refresh token: These are credentials used to obtain access tokens, the authorization

server issues this to the client at the time of issuing access tokens. These tokens

can be used to obtain new access tokens when the current access tokens are invalid

or expire.

� Client registration: Before utilizing the OAuth protocol, the clients have to regis-

ter with the authorization server. There are two di�erent client types, con�dential

clients, the ones that are capable of maintaining the con�dentiality of their creden-

tials and the public clients, which are not capable of maintaining the con�dentiality

of credentials.

� Accessing protected resources: While requesting the access to protected resources,
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the client presents the access token to the resource server, the resource server has

to validate the access token, and verify that the token did not expire before granting

the access to the resources.

8.6. Literature Survey on OAuth Implementations

Fernndez, Federico, lvaro Alonso, Lourdes Marco, and Joaqun Salvacha [27] proposes

a model based on OAuth for access control of IoT devices. The authors base the architecture

on four major requirements, making the authorization policies application scoped, functioning

of access control system independent of clients, ability to administer authorization policies

easily and detaching authorization operations from the IoT devices. The proposed architec-

ture involves identity provider, policy administration, decision and enforcement points. The

environment setup involves registering the service in IDP, registering the device in the scope

of the service, creating policies and granting roles to the device using the IdP. The authoriza-

tion ow involves the device requesting a token from IdP, device submitting token to service,

policy enforcement and decision modules intercepting, validating the token and forwarding to

the service if authorized and the service performing the requested actions.

O�oading the authorization process to external authorization servers will reduce the

burden on IoT devices which are constrained by processing capabilities. The requirement

of registering the devices under the scope of a service before authorization disables it from

the capability of dynamic authorization, which is one of the major requirements of CARE

authorization. The authors have not performed any performance or security analysis, and

the authors have utilized implicit OAuth grant which does not involve client authentication

and relies on the presence of resource owner, but the proposed architecture does not specify

anything about the resource owner.

Cirani, Simone, Marco Picone, Pietro Gonizzi, Luca Veltri, and Gianluigi Ferrari [20]

develops an OAuth-based architecture for providing authorization framework for IoT devices.

The architecture provides authorization to IoT devices by delegating the authorization func-
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tionalities to an external service. By outsourcing the authorization process, the applications

on IoT devices can function e�ciently despite constrained in hardware resources. Moreover,

the applications of IoT devices can also bene�t from the capability of remotely con�guring

or modifying the access control policies. As in regular OAuth, a user generates a request to

access the services of the service provider. Instead of the service provider implementing and

processing the OAuth operations, it contacts an external authorization service, IoT-OAS, for

issuing a Request Token (RT) for the service consumer (client). IoT-OAS veri�es the identity

of the client and issues an RT that handed over to the client (SC) through a service provider

(SP). The client authenticates through the callback URL and presents the Request Token

(RT) to access the resources. Service providers Authentication Service (AS) validates the

user and requests the external IoT-OAS for an Access Token (AT), the IoT-OAS generates

AT and presents it to the SP, and the SP handles it to AT. The framework relays authorization

to the external service instead of handling it locally at the service provider, thereby reducing

the processing burden on SP. As the SP relays every request and accepts the response from

IoT-OAS, there should be a strong trust between those two.

This architecture is similar to the standard OAuth workows implemented by Google

or Facebook, except the fact that the resource servers are constrained hence outsourcing of

authorization to an external authorization service. A user invokes and authorizes a service

through a user agent which is default OAuth use case scenario. When compared to CARE au-

thorization requirements, this architecture has the same workow and use-case drawbacks of

a basic OAuth service. O�oading of authorization process to an external service is a bene�t-

ing point that satis�es the stated requirements. This architecture leaves the existing security

issues of OAuth untouched and bene�tting the constrained devices from overutilization of

resources.

An IETF draft on OAuth [1] proposes a new protocol ow for browserless and input

constrained devices for enabling OAuth clients to request user authorization from devices
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that have an internet connection but no easy input method. Figure 8.2 shows the proposed

protocol workow. In this device ow the client instructs the user to authorize the requests

through a secondary device like mobile phone or laptop. The requirements for this ow to work

are the devices should be connected to the internet and be able to display or communicate a

URI and a code to the user. The resource owner authenticates with the authorization server,

enters the URI displayed by the device and if he accepts the clients request for resources he

provides his consent by entering the user code. As the client requesting the access cannot

receive incoming requests, it polls the authorization server until the resource owner authorizes

the request.

This new protocol ow helps the devices without any input sources to get user consent

for authorization. However, this protocol still considers a display unit or any source of output

units attached to the device to convey the URI and code to the resource owner. This protocol

ow does not apply for devices without any display units. This workow meets some of our

requirements, but it does not satisfy all the requirements, and it does not apply to the use-case

of a helper and worker authorization for resources on the CARE device.

Fett, Daniel, Ralf Ksters, and Guido Schmitz [28] performs a security analysis of OAuth

web model. This work majorly focuses on exposing vulnerabilities of OAuth protocol and its

existing popular implementations. However, this paper does not talk about performance

analysis of the OAuth protocol ow.

Noureddine, M., and R. Bashroush [57] propose a new OAuth protocol ow for opti-

mizing the performance of the protocol. The proposed architecture provisions a trust relation-

ship between resource server and clients and synchronizes it to the authorization server. The

authorization server maintains a table of these details and provides a token only to trusted

clients. If a trust relationship between client and resource server is pre-established, the au-

thorization server provides an access token to the client; this reduces the interaction of the

client with the resource server. This preserves processing power and energy of the resource
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Figure 8.2. Proposed OAuth protocol ow for browserless devices [1]

servers. A strong trust relationship between the client, resource server, and resource owner is

necessary to apply this ow, which is not possible in the majority of OAuth implementations.

Basney, Jim, and Je� Gaynor [6] utilized OAuth for providing temporary access to

science gateway to users teragrid resources. Before this implementation, the users used to

provide science gateways their teragrid proxy server credentials, thereby exposing their secret

credentials to the science gateway. To provide teragrid users with privacy and security, they

implemented OAuth, where the users entered their credentials only on the redirected teragrid

portal for providing their consent to the science gateway to access their teragrid resources.

The authors have also discussed the security concerns mentioned in RC 5849 and claimed to

have provided a solution to the majority of the security concerns by implementing HTTPS

for the protocol ow.

8.7. Authorization Framework for Access Control of Resources on CARE

This section proposes a new access control authorization model based on OAuth,

shown in �gure 8.3, to meet the speci�ed authorization requirements. This model can provide
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all capabilities to a resource owner in providing limited time access to his resources to a client

and control scope of access. This model also protects the resource owner from malicious

users by providing access tokens only to authenticated clients.

Figure 8.3. Proposed access control authorization framework for CARE

(1) Request authorization grant: Resource owner requests an authorization grant from

authorization server to provide to client as a consent of his authorization to access

the resource server

(2) Authorization grant: Authorization server authenticates the resource owner and

provides an authorization code.

(3) Submit authorization grant: Resource owner provides the authorization grant to

client through a direct communication channel

(4) Request access token: Client authenticates himself with the authorization server,
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provides the authorization grant and requests for an access token. He provides

scope and time while requesting an access token.

(5) Get access token: After successfully authenticating the client and validating the

authorization grant, authorization server provides access token to the client.

(6) Provide access token: Client provides the access token to resource server to gain

access to requested resources.

(7) Validate access token: Resource server now validates the access token with the

authorization server. Resource server provides client and its credentials along with

access token for validation.

(8) Valid or invalid: Authorization server validates the access token and responds to the

resource server.

(9) Request authorization: Resource server now announces the requested resources and

time to resource owner for an approval to provide the client access to resources.

(10) Voice authorization: Resource owner provides voice authorization for each resource

and time announced by the resource server. Resource owner can announce a di�erent

time if he does not accept the requested time.

(11) Grant resources: Resource server provides the client access to resources approved

by the resource owner.

8.7.1. Obtaining Authorization Grant

Figure 8.4 explains the process of a worker obtaining an authorization grant from

authorization server. A worker registers with the authorization server, and it provides an

id and secret to him. While requesting authorization grant from the server, the worker

authenticates with the server by providing his id and secret and provides the client id of

whom he wants to authorize access to his resources. After worker submits the required data,

the authorization server authenticates worker and generates an authorization grant associated

with the client id.
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Figure 8.4. Worker obtaining Authorization Grant from Authorization Server

8.7.2. Obtaining Access Token

The client registers with the authorization server with a client id and secret, shown in

�gure 8.5. To get an access token from the authorization server, the client authenticates using

client id and secret and provides authorization code, grant type, scope and time. Authorization

server authenticates client, authorization grant and provides a JSON object. The object

includes access token, scope, expiration time and a refresh token.

Figure 8.5. Helper obtaining access token from authorization server

8.7.3. Validating Access Token

Resource server registers with the authorization server with a server id. Resource

server provides its server id, client id along with access token to the authorization server,as

shown in �gure 8.6, to validate the token provided by the client. The authorization server

validates if the access token is issued to the speci�ed client and issued for the speci�ed

resource server. Authorization server responds to the resource server if the token is valid or

invalid.
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Figure 8.6. Resource server validating access token with authorization server

8.7.4. Voice Authorization

On successfully validating the access token resource server announces the requested

scope and time to the resource owner to get an authorization to provide client access to

requested resources. Resource server gets approval for each resource separately. The resource

owner can propose an alternate time through voice commands to change the requested time

of access; this overrides the expiration time set by the token within the resource server. If the

resource server does not get a response from the resource owner for the set period, it times

out and automatically declines access to resources. Figure 8.7 shows the voice authorization

work ow.

8.7.5. Renew Access Token

If the access token or approved access time expires, the client can renew the access

token by using the refresh token he received along with the �rst access token, as shown in

�gure 8.8. Rest of the workow remains the same as with obtaining resources in the initial

attempt; it excludes the step of resource owner obtaining authorization grant and providing

it to the client.

8.7.6. Resource Owner Revoking Access Token and Refresh Token

If the resource owner suspects the client of performing an unacceptable activity, he

can revoke clients access to resources by revoking the access token and refresh token, as

shown in �gure 8.9. When the access is approved, and the client starts accessing resources,
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Figure 8.7. Voice authorization protocol between resource server and resource owner

the resource server keeps polling the authorization server for the validity of the access token.

When the resource owner revokes the tokens, the authorization server responds with a nega-

tive response to resource servers polling request and the resource server immediately blocks

clients access to all resources.

8.7.7. Resource Server Revoking Access Token

When the access token, access time approved by resource owner expires or client ends

the session, the resource server requests authorization server to revoke the access token, as

shown in �gure 8.10.
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Figure 8.8. Helper renewing access token using refresh token

Figure 8.10. Resource server revoking access token after end of session
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Figure 8.9. Worker revoking access token and blocking access to resources

8.8. Metrics

OAuth RFC 6749 [36] proposed security guidelines while implementing OAuth. This

section discusses the applicable security considerations and explains how the framework can

overcome those security issues.

Table 8.2. OAuth security considerations

Number Security Consideration
Solution by the proposed access control authoriza-

tion architecture

1 Client Authentication Authorization server validates the clients identity using

clients id and secret which he obtained during registra-

tion with the authorization server. Refer to �gure 8.4

Continued on next page
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Table 8.2 { Continued

Number Security Consideration
Solution by the proposed access control authoriza-

tion architecture

2 Client Impersonation A client requires an auth grant from the resource owner,

his client id and the secret to fetch an access token from

the authorization server. Even if a legitimate client fails

to protect his id and secret, the impersonating user will

not be able to obtain an access token from the authoriza-

tion server without an auth grant from resource owner,

refer to �gure 8.5. For the resource server to release

the resources, an access token alone is not enough; it

requires a voice authorization from the resource owner.

The resource server announces resources and time re-

quested by the client before getting a voice authorization

from resource owner. These steps prevent client imper-

sonation by a malicious user. Refer to �gures 8.3 8.7

Continued on next page
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Table 8.2 { Continued

Number Security Consideration
Solution by the proposed access control authoriza-

tion architecture

3 Access Tokens Authorization server, the client application, and resource

server share the access token only among them. The

authorization server tags an access token to a client id;

no other user can use this token other than the user to

whom authorization server issued it. A client cannot use

the access token for any other device other than to which

it is intended for as there exists a tagging with it to a

resource server id in the authorization server. Access to-

kens are generated using SHA512 encryption algorithm.

Resource owner can at any time revoke access tokens is-

sued for a speci�c client or all clients. Access tokens can

be transmitted over TLS to prevent man-in-the-middle

attacks. Refer to �gures 8.5 8.6

Continued on next page
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Table 8.2 { Continued

Number Security Consideration
Solution by the proposed access control authoriza-

tion architecture

4 Refresh Tokens Authorization server, the client application, and resource

server share the refresh token only among them. Autho-

rization server tags the refresh token with the access

token, client id; no other user can use this token other

than the user to whom authorization server issued it.

Refresh tokens are generated using SHA512 encryption

algorithm. Resource owner can at any time revoke re-

fresh tokens issued for a speci�c client or all clients. Re-

fresh tokens can be transmitted over TLS to prevent

man-in-the-middle attacks. Refer to �gure 8.8

5 Authorization Codes Authorization codes are for single use; they cannot be

used for multiple requests. Authorization server can re-

voke all access tokens when an attack using an autho-

rization grant is detected. Authorization server validates

the clients identity using clients id and secret which he

obtained during registration with the authorization server

for providing an access token.

6 Request Con�dentiality The clients transmit their credentials in a Base64 en-

coded format. Implementing TLS among the network

elements can encrypt all communications.

Continued on next page
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Table 8.2 { Continued

Number Security Consideration
Solution by the proposed access control authoriza-

tion architecture

7
Ensuring Endpoint Authen-

ticity
Implementing TLS among the network elements can en-

crypt all communications.

8
Credentials-Guessing At-

tacks
The authorization server uses SHA512 encrypted ran-

dom numbers as keys.

Hu, Vincent C., and Karen Ann Kent [28] provides evaluation metrics for access control

systems. The proposed authorization framework complies with the following NIST metrics.

Table 8.3. NIST access control system evaluation metrics

Number Metric to evaluate Evaluation

1
Ease of privilege assign-

ments

How many steps are re-

quired for assigning a privi-

lege?

This AC system involves 11 steps for granting resources

to a user, shown in �gure 8.3.

How many steps are re-

quired for removing a priv-

ilege?

This AC system involves three steps for a worker to re-

voke access to resources, shown in �gure 8.9 .

Continued on next page
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Table 8.3 { Continued

Number Metric to evaluate Evaluation

2
Flexibilities of con�guration

into existing systems.
Access Control is enforced by an application on the

CARE device (client) that interacts with Authoriza-

tion Server (server) through HTTP. This implements a

client/server communication protocol.

3

Horizontal scope (across

platforms and applications)

of control

AC system can authorize multiple users for a single host

and multiple users for multiple hosts via a network.

4

Vertical scope (between ap-

plication, DBMS, and OS)

of control

The scope of access control includes applications, �les,

hardware resources and network devices.

5
Least privilege principle sup-

port
This AC system enforces least privilege principle. Fi-

nal approval of authorization for resources is associated

with a human through voice authorization, shown in �g-

ure 8.3. This AC system also enforces least time princi-

ple.

6
Safety (con�nements and

constraints)
This AC system prevents unauthorized access to re-

sources and relaying permissions to unauthorized users.

Continued on next page
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Table 8.3 { Continued

Number Metric to evaluate Evaluation

7
Operational/Situational

awareness
This AC system is capable of operations/situational

awareness control as the �nal decision of access is con-

trolled by a human through voice authorization, shown

in �gures shown in �gure 8.3 8.7.

8 Granularity of control This AC system allows con�guring the granularity of con-

trolled objects. Not just the objects, access to their fea-

tures are also controlled in this system.

9 Response Time

Does the response time of

granting an access request

met the organization's re-

quirement?

It takes 584 milliseconds from a helper submitting an

authorization grant to get an access token, a resource

server validating the access token. Rest of the workow

is dependent on the pace at which the worker provides

the authorization grant to the helper and he provides

voice authorization.

10
Integrated with authentica-

tion function
This AC system can be integrated with identity providers

for authenticating users.

11 OS compatibility This AC system is independent of Operating System of

the device.

Continued on next page
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Table 8.3 { Continued

Number Metric to evaluate Evaluation

12 User interfaces and API This AC system provides a GUI for AC policy manage-

ment and authoring

8.8.1. Other Metrics

(1) Resource Utilization

� CPU utilization 4.15% on average

� Memory Utilization 9.6%

� The above values are on raspberry pi board with 900MHz quad-core ARM

Cortex-A7 CPU, 1GB RAM

(2) Number of interactions handled by each network elements (To analyze the load on

each element)

� Resource Server handles four HTTP interactions during the complete autho-

rization.

� Authorization Server handles six HTTP interactions during the complete au-

thorization.

� Client application handles four HTTP interactions during the complete autho-

rization.

8.9. Summary

This chapter discusses the framework of access control authorization to CARE. The

developed framework can protect the resources of CARE from unauthorized access and pre-

serve the privacy of the workers. This framework bases on OAuth; it includes a client,

authorization server and a resource server. For a remote helper to gain access to the re-

sources on the CARE, he gets an authorization grant from the worker. The helper requests
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the authorization server for an access token by submitting the authorization grant, upon vali-

dating the authorization grant and authenticating the helper the authorization server provides

the access token. After receiving the access token the helper submits it to the CARE, the

CARE validates the access token with the authorization server, and on successful validation,

the CARE requests the worker for voice authorization by announcing the resources and time

the helper requested. The worker provides a voice authorization, and the CARE releases the

resources for the helper to control. The helper can renew the access token by using the

refresh token he received with the access token. The worker can revoke the helpers access

to resources by revoking both access token and refresh token. The CARE revokes the tokens

after the session ends. This framework satis�es the relevant OAuth security considerations

and NIST metrics.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION

This dissertation provided a solution to the problem of the collaboration of geographi-

cally separated people on physical tasks. I discussed existing theories and impacts of di�erent

sources of information on the performance of collaboration. Based on the existing theories

of common grounding and situational awareness, I developed a communication system to

meet the requirements of remote collaboration. Using the actions, utterances as events and

the messages conveyed by these events as information cues, I represented the protocol as a

structure and developed a methodology to measure the complexity and minimal complexity

of a protocol. An exhaustive data collection of helper and worker protocols of car elevation

and faucet repair protocols proved that a remote helper would be able to guide a worker

on a physical task with minimal di�culty. In this dissertation, I also provided a solution to

the problem of access control authorization to resources on an input-constrained device us-

ing OAuth protocol. The validation of the framework with OAuth security considerations

and NIST access control criteria proved that one could utilize the framework for resource

authorization of input constrained devices and to protect the privacy of the workers.

9.1. Summary of Contributions

� Chapter 2 (Literature Survey): In this chapter, I performed an extensive survey of the

existing theories on situational awareness, common grounding and remote-helper and

worker collaboration systems. The study helped to conclude that common grounding

and situational awareness are crucial for a remote-collaboration. This chapter dis-

cussed the impact of di�erent capabilities of a communication system on grounding,

situational awareness, and also discussed the existing work in developing commu-

nication systems for remote collaboration and their drawbacks. I concluded this

chapter by projecting the need for a novel communication system for a collaboration
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of geographically separated people on physical tasks.

� Chapter 3 (Infrastructure): In this chapter, I discussed the development of infrastruc-

ture to meet visual information, full-duplex voice communication, remote gestures

and mobility requirements. I described how each element of the communication

system would satisfy the requirements of situational awareness, common grounding.

In the end, I provided technical speci�cations of all the elements in the system and

provided a workow for the operation of the system.

� Chapter 4 (Protocol Complexity Theory): This chapter discussed the importance of

measuring the complex nature of a protocol and the existing methods for calculating

the complexity of a protocol and their drawbacks. In this chapter, I provided the

methodology for developing a structure from the helper and worker collaboration

and also explained the method for measuring the complexity of the protocol from

the structure and calculating minimal protocol complexity. One can use these meth-

ods, to compare the obtained and calculated protocol complexities and judge the

optimality of a protocol.

� Chapter 5 (Vehicle Repair Protocol): In this chapter, I described the process for

experimenting with a physical task on a car and the results of the protocol com-

plexities of �fty-nine subjects. To prove the applicability of the complexity equation

to measure the complex nature of a vehicle protocol, I provided a relation between

time and measured protocol complexity. The regression analysis showed a strong

relationship between the two variables indicating the applicability of the equation for

car elevation protocol. I also provided a comparison between the measured protocol

complexity and calculated minimal protocol complexity; the results showed that ma-

jority of the participants in the collaboration obtained a complexity value closer to

the minimal complexity. In this chapter, I also provided a comparison between the

protocol complexity, minimal protocol complexity, and driving experience, to show
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the impact of driving experience on the complexity values. However, the driving

experience did not show any impact on the protocol complexity, but it showed a

bearing on the di�erences between the obtained complexity and calculated complex-

ity. With the increase in the driving experience, the gap between those complexities

decreased. While analyzing the relation between time and protocol complexity, I

found that a certain set of data points are concentrated in a cluster, and a few are

away from the cluster. The points away from the cluster either took more time to

complete the task or had a high protocol complexity value. On analyzing the demo-

graphic data of those participants away from the cluster, the participants found to

have less physical strength or had very minimal experience with the vehicle. In this

chapter, I also provided the results of a survey conducted on �fty-nine subjects. The

study proved that the participants preferred a remote-helper to a YouTube video for

guidance on a physical task.

� Chapter 6 (Home Repair Protocol): In this chapter, I described the process for

performing an experiment on faucet repair task and the results of protocol complexity

values of 30 subjects. To prove the applicability of the equation to calculate the

protocol complexity to the faucet repair task I provided a relation between time and

obtained complexity value; the results showed a strong relationship between both

the variables, thus proving the applicability of the equation to calculate the protocol

complexity of faucet repair task. In this chapter, I also provided a relation between

obtained protocol complexity and calculated minimal protocol complexity values.

The results showed that majority of the participants achieved a complexity value

closer to the minimal complexity value. In this chapter, I also provided the results

of the survey conducted on thirty subjects; the results showed that the participants

were comfortable with a remote-helper than a YouTube video for guidance on faucet

repair task.
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� Chapter 7 (Remote assistance for Elderly care): In this chapter, I discussed the

necessity of remote support on medication for elderly. I provided the application of

cyberhandyman in assisting the elderly over their medication. This chapter discusses

the method for a remote caretaker to obtain details of a medicine bottle by reading

the barcode on it.

� Chapter 8 (Access Control Authorization): In this chapter, I discussed the impor-

tance of developing a dynamic authorization mechanism for cyberhandyman, the

existing authorization mechanisms and their drawbacks. I developed novel frame-

work for OAuth to provide access control authorization to resources on an input

constrained device. The developed frameworks meet the OAuth security consid-

erations and NIST criteria for access control authorization. This proves that the

frameworks can be deployed for protecting resources of an input constrained device

and for protecting the privacy of the workers.

9.2. Limitations

� For a worker to obtain help from the remote-helper, he should possess the CARE.

For vehicle repairs, he has to carry the device with him. There are some restrictions

to the mobility of the CARE on di�erent terrains.

� The impact of network quality in the real world on the protocol complexities has not

been studied.

� The complexity of a protocol cannot be calculated in real-time. It has to be calcu-

lated o�ine after performing a collaboration.
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